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Nevarez heads univer~ity,
plans smooth transition
After three months as acting
president of the university. Dr
Miguel Nevarez took over offi•
cially on Sept 1. calling for an
mcrease in quality throughout
the umvers1ty.
.The former vice president
of university and student affairs was named president by
the Board of Regents in May.
following an executive session
that lasted a little over two
hours. Nevarez says he wanted to make the transition
smooth

.__ _ _ ___ TAKING TIME OUT--President Miguel Nevarez now will try to _ __ _ _ _ __,
make h,msell more avall.1ble lo students Sonia Lopez asks Dr.
Nevarez about his re-organization

Newspaper sets editorial policies;
hopes for more student, faculty input
Most students and faculty
members have little know
ledge of the actual production
of a weekly student news-

paper. Unce an article is submitted to The Pan Amerl•
can, one expects it to appear
in print In the coming Issue.

Students feel brunt
of financial cuts
The Reagan Administration's budget cutting tactics
have reduced financial aid
funds available to students
"Pan American University
itself was dealt many cuts as
various types of aid programs
were affected," said Clemen
tine Cantu financial aid direc•
tor.
For the 80-81 school year,
approximately 8,327 PAU
students received financial
aid, Cantu added. ThiS figure
represents 87 percent of the
student body and was an In•
crease of one percent from the
previous year.
As of June 1. all the
workstudy funds were deplet•
ed; therefore. hours were cul
for work~tudy students The
Fianclal Aid Office plciced 735
\tudents on workstud•·
"'The only gooci news is that
the Basic Educdhon,11 Oppor
!unity Grant (BEOG1 wa, cut
only $2 reduced from $406 to
$404," said Cantu
Applications for the local
Hinson Hazelwood loan more
than doubled thb i,ear be·
cause of the cuts. Although
rhere were no changes in this
program. Austin had a
delayed their processing due
to the backlog of applicants
"'Th~ Suppiemental Educational Opportu111ty Grant
(SEOB)" given to student, a,
matchmg funds. was cut
$111. 605" Sdid Cantu.
"Workstudy which amount
to 80 percent of the students
financial aid package was cut
$56,576 The National Direct
Student Laon (NDSL) was reduced $.,6 939 with the in

terest rate increasing from four
to five percent."
Effective Oct 1. the Nursing Loan will double from
three to six percent. while the
Law Enforcement Educational
Program has been discon
tinued The Guaranteed Student Loan will become need
based on Oct 1 for first time
It has a nine percent interest
rate and is payable six months
after graduation.
Students from families with
a gross income of $30.000 or
more will have to pass a needs
test lo rt>celve a loan
The Student Bank Loan
maximum remains the same
wllh $2.500 allotted for
undergraduates and $5.0lJ0
for graduate students According to the Associated Press
for studen!l> who took out
loans before this y<'ar. the lntere~t rah-! ,fdnd, al seven per
cent The government now
pay 19 1/ 4 percent Interest
oveTdll aon the loans for
student~ in college
The Parent Loan. which Is a
federally sub5idiz~d loan pro•
gram for parents, will also in
crease the intere~t rate from
nine percent to 14 percent on
Oct I
•
Perspecti11e BEOG applicants who are ~hll hving at
home ,ind who h,lVe anv 111
come ('arned besjdcs fmanc1al
aid will be taken into con-;iderahon to determine the11
ehg1b1llly, "The trend 1~ that
fewer and fewer people are
becoming eligible for BEOG."
Cantu said Currentl1;• 4600
PAU students qualify which 1s
down from 4800 in 1979-

80

We wish that could always
happen. but that Is an exception and not the rule.
The Pen American will
continue to stress accuracy.
We Invite students and faculty
to submit stories. guest cof.
umns and letters to the editors. but the deadline for all
outside copy is Friday noon
Because the print deadlines
have changed, there will be
no exceptions. We hope we
can run all submitted stories
All Letters lo the Editor
must be typed and they can
not exceed 350 words. All letters must be signed and a
phone number must be attached should be there any
questions about the letter
Names can be withheld on request, but all letters must be
signed The Pan American
reserves the right lo edit any
letter~ that exceed the 350
word limit and for libel.
Also. the plan to interview a
faculty member weekly In a an
in depth type interview on
current issues The newspaper
staff wants to use the expertise
of the professors on campus.

After three months as acting
president. Nevarez officially
took over Sept. 1 He wanted
to make the new transition
smooth. "I had to take a look
at what we have been doing,"
Nevarez explained. "and l
wanted to see where we could
improve. like m computers.
nursing. allied health and the
shortage of teachers in the
Valley I wanted to maintam
open admiSsion. but I hope to
raise the standards of Univer•
sity. so we can have a better
quality qraduate leave here "
In June Dr .J C Nichols
stepped down as vice-president for academi Affairs. to
teach In the School of Education Nevarez started reorganizing He named Dr. Carl

Grantz as the acting academic
\.ice-prl's1dent
"Wit are very fortunate to
have him beause he ht1d a
good educational back
ground:· Nevarez said "We
are conducting a nation wide
search for a permanent vice
president until June 1 because
most educators have made
their committments for lhe
coming year
Nevarez was named acting
President in June. right in the
middle of the University
budget. With Aeling Business
Vice President Rey Ortiz only
staying till the end of August.
Dr Nevarez Advertised with
the school for the position
Economic Professor Dr. Roy
Flores was named to fill the
position over live applicants
"His economics background will be valuable to us."
Nevarez said.

In add111on. the Valley
nahvv wants to add a third
Vice-Presid~nt in the area of
111slitutional advancement
fund raising Or Arnulfo Mar•
tm~z retired d'> v1ce-pres1dent
of Inter-American Affairs and
no replacement will be named
We have made the lnterAmencan studies a university
comm1ttment and we have a
new program started with the
Umversity of Nuevo Leon
because we have a large comm11tment to Lalin American
Studies... Nevarez said.
Nevarez expanded the duties
o f Dr Gilberto de los Santos.
dean of students. to superv,se
admissions and records Tony
Vela was named assistant
dean of students and was
placed In charge of student
yovernment, UCPC and student publications
Ur Ted VonEnde stepped
down as coordinator for
pohcy and planning to teach
English in the school of
humanities. which added additional duties to assistant
dean of student Judy Vinson
She will now be m charge of
Title discipline. awards and

Nevarez was able to plan for
the coming year dunng the
months he served as acting
president
"The summer was difficult
because of the budget"
Nevarez said "We want to
create better internal com
municalion w,th the students
and we will add a faculty
newsletter."

Regents approve re-structuring
programs in business school
The Board of Regents approved the re-organization of
the school of business administration followmg report
by Dr Francis J Brewerton.
new dean of the school
Due to the rapid growth of
the busmess department. the
proposed departments are the
Department of Management
and Computer Information
Systems. the Department of
Marke11ny. Finance, and
c;,,rwrnl 81l'111l·~, ,md the

Dr Brewerton ddded rhat
changes in adm1111straliw procedure. physical arranye
ments. communication chan
nl'ls. personnel and pos1hon
respons1h1h11es are beiny 1m
plt>m,mtecl to slreamline the
"hnol's operal!on and to
fac1htate the arh1evement of its
yoill ol masters accreditation
Under the re,tructurmy. the
~tudvnl ~ervite, cl1v1s11m i'111<l
rlw d1v1s1011 of ,1cadem1c pro
HMm~ will ll<> lo119t'r t'X"I .,.,
11dm1111,tr,1hv,• 111111,

Department of Accounting
and Economics
The DiviSion of community
programs. the bureau of
business research and the d1v1
sion of gr<1duale slud1e'> will
continue to operate as
~eparate d1v1s1ons
"This particular plan 1s a
result of !>t!verc1l month'> of
study by the faculty of the
<,chool of busuws, <.1dm1111stra
lion and the ddmimstahw
d11..,ctor, of th,· -.chool ... ,a,d
Or Brewerl•m

The format will remain tabloid tor a while with the
poss1b1hty of 901119 full size
kiter in the semester or by spr
ing We hope lo get better m
put from the oryanization) th,~
year becau:.e we plan to have
one page Just for the orgamza
hon,; with a weekly column
from an organization president
We will continue to review
the popular movies plus write
more student and fc1culty fea
turel. More picture'> will ap
pear in the newspaper and we
hope to have at le<1)t one pie•
rure on every page Th.? editor
will write a weekly editorial accomponied by a cartoonitor
ial
The The Pan American
staff will do its best in covering
all the events with well-written
copy and good pictures.

,

,

Early registration?
,,.,,./ . , / ,,.'° p,1q••

j1

I

~~
,......,-..
~
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Ask'etn
Oscar
No matter what college you go to this fall. ii is costing
you more money to attend.
Expenses at both private and public institutions are rising at record 1ates according to a recent survey by the
College Board
Total expenses at a private college now average
$6,800 per year, while those at a public college now
average $3,800 per year
In addition, tuition jumped an average 13 percent in
private schools and 16 percent in public schools. This is
the highest increase since the the survey began in 1970
among I. 100 colleges.
Pan American University is a public institution and the
recent Reagan Administration budget cuts coupled with
the college expenses going up have squeezed students
right in the pocketbook. Dean of Students Gilberto de los
Santos said Pan Am students have had to tighten their
belts.

I

I

1•

1·

Q : What does the $3.800 mean for the students?
de los Santos: This Is what is calculated for students

on how much college will cost The total does not only include tuition, but food, clothing, transportation and other
things. At Pan Am, commuter students only average
about $3, 150.
Q: What is hurting student's the most?

de los Santos: Interest rates are one factor, but the
largest factor is the high cost of living. Students have
noticed that they have less money to work with, especially
with everything costing so much.

Q : Does the figure represent Pan Am?
de los Santos: We are lucky in Texas that the tuition did
I

not rise like it was predicted because that could have hurt
many students. The only raise came with the student service rising only $1 and that is only a one percent increase
over one year
Q: Will the cost in education keep more students at Pan
Am?
de los Santos: Valley families have realized that they
have to keep their students at Pan Am for at least the first
two years because it ls a little cheaper to go here. If the interest rate continues to rise, families are not going to be
able to send their kids out of the Valley to a bigger University. This leaves Pan Am with some better academic
students and it makes Pan Am a viable alternative to any
other university.
Q : You say more students will be coming to Pan Am, but
I understand enrollment dropped this semester? Can you
explain the drop?
de los Santos: I think students got scared about registering here because of the Reagan budget cuts. Also, project
VAYA was cut by the government, leaving 1000
students out of school Most students have had to help
support their family because of the high inflation rates.
We had fewer graduate students and freshmen , bul more
sophomores, juniors and seniors enrolled here

Q : Was cutting the education budget a good way lo curb
inflation?
de los Santos: I don't agree with the cuts. but they were
not as substantial as they could have been It seems the
government is losing a good investing in college students
because students could help the nation after they finish
school. With the cuts. the investment goes way down
because fewer students will graduate
Q : Do you expect other cuts?
de lo• Santos: I don't think so because the Reagan Administration will receive too much pressure from the nation., Although the cuts hurt, they are not as bad as they
cou@ have been. Many students are still coming here on
federal money

Q : Does Pan Am have to look for other methods of finding money?
de los Santos: This will be a good alternative because
the additional money could be used for scholarships for
the students. The money could be raised nationally and
locally. Pan Am ls also finding Jobs for students through
its CO-OP program.
Q : And the future for Pan Am?

de los Santos: I am optimistic that Pan Am will do well
in the future because this university is going somewhere.

Baseball, air controllers strike leaves
American public waiting for service
hy Oscar Garza

Baseball and summer travel always are a big part of the
summer season because they usually go hand in hand
with each other. However, prolonged strikes by the professional baseball teams and the air conrrollers unl<\n left
waiting
. and waiting.
the citizens wailtng
Maior league baseball is one of the oldest professional
sports tn the America, and over the past few years. fan
support and revenue have increased dramatically.
Threatened baseball strikes in the past had been averted
somehow but the 1981 strike was Inevitable Once a court
revoked the owner's injunction to stop the strike. the
ongoing baseball season screeched to a halt within 48
hours

What encouraged the controllers was the fact that
when the postal workers threatened to strike. the government gave in Postal workers received everything they
asked for. Controllers refused to stay on the Job and re
negotiate their contracts because they can not conduct
contract talks while they are on strike.
Over 70 per cent of the U .S flights have been running
daily. but near misses and accidents have taken place
The Reagan Administration expresses strongly that safety
is not being risked
In each strike small groups have left c1hzens wondering
what 1s next? The answer will come from the strikers only
when they decide to think of others. not 1ust of them
selves

Parhes from both sides predicted the end of the entire
1981 season and maybe baseball forever But. who was
the real loser. the greedy baseball players or the tight
fisted baseball owners',

It was neither because fans lost total respect for
baseball What ever happened to the sport of baseball
when money did not dictate how players perform? Time
and time again, we hear how player X performs fantasticly during the playoffs because he is a "money player "

It 1s a hard pill to swallow when athletes are being professional businessmen ins1ead of professional athletes
Baseball will never be the same again When owners like
George Steinbrenner can purchase athletes for $10 mill1on--when high salaries conhnue to prevail--the fans will
be the ultimate losers
As in basebi!II, the American public is the ultimate loser
in the current air controllers· strike Controllers feel they
are uniustly underpaid. which they may be. but how they
risk air safety for wages? All along. controllers expressed
they wanted a shorter work week plus an extra $10,000 a
year because of the stress factor in their job. Other jobs.
like teaching, news reporting and running a small
business. involves Just as much stress
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'Heavy Metal':

It's not your basic
saturday cartoon

by Ella de los Santos
The newly released, fulllength animated feature
"Heavy Metal" is certainly not
your typical, run-of-the-mill
Saturday morning cartoon.
The Disney-like qualities that
were evident in other full
length cartoons pre-"Heavy
Metal" are most certainly
nowhere to be found in this
film .

Instead. one will find sex,
violence, rock and roll music
and some adult humor.
The story involves a jumble
of fairy-tale myths all somehow bound together by a mysterious green spherical
meteorite that tends to overpower the person that owns
the 'force'
Scenes from "Excalibur,"
"Star Wars," and "Snow
White" are readily identified in
the film. Other scenes can b.
likened to childhood stories
and some old Saturday morning cartoons.
The central theme in "Heavy Metal" is the typical one involving someone· looking into
a type of crystal ball while it
foretells the future. It seems
th e writers decided to write a
feature that would entertain
the public with cameo scenes
'borrowed' from earlier box office hits and to help it along,
they also added the ever popular money-making ingredients: sex, violence, and
humor.
Although "Heavy Metal"
may not be exactly overpowering with its story content,
the music is of very good
quality.

ALMA'S

The soundtrack for
the film will probably be more
popular than the movie itself.
Some popular artists featured
in the musical background include; Blue Oyster Cult, Ted
Nugent, Stevie Nicks, Devo,
Cheap Trick, Don Felder,
Nazereth. Journey, and Black
Sabbath.
The animation in the film
left a bit to be desired~ The
color was intensely vivid and
distinct. The body and animal
forms were somewhat exaggerated so they seemed a bit
out of proportion and misshaped. It's not easy to feel
terror or fear in what is supposed to he the 'scary part' if
the tortured and wounded
character is a cartoon--it was
~omehow more appropriate to
laugh because the reality
definitely was not there.

Although "Heavy Metal"
may not be this year's Academy Award nomination for
best movie. it certainly does
keep your attention--you
never know what could come
up next.

If one is in the mood
to see something different,
that is easy to follow and has a
good soundtrack, I think you
will enjoy "Heavy Metal."

If this new type of movie is
what is in store for us in the
1980's. Maybe the plots in the
next adult cartoon will be a bit
more established and developed. If you do not care
about plots. development, or
characters, you will enjoy this
type of entertainment.

Edinburg, Texas
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Schilling says PAU remains part of him
While students, faculty and
administration get back into
the University routine, Pan
Am is missing one cog in its
machine.
President Ralph Schilling
officially retired Aug. 31. after
serving for 21 years.
Dr. Miguel Nevarez the new
president said that he had big
shoes to fill because "President Schilling was a great
educator."
Because he has seen everything built on campus, Schilling says. the University will
always be a big part of him."

Schilling said Nevarez was a
good selection because of his
sound educational background " I will offer my advice
to him only if he asks for it, but
Dr Nevarez has an idea what
he wants to do here." Schilling said

"I know the University will
continue to grow and expand
with their new President." he
said
Living in McAllen. Schilling
said he will be close enough to
the University to make sporting events and other things.

FREE

J

Pregnancy Test
2 110 N. 10th St.
Mc All,rn. THas
Ktlnks S hopping Centu

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMl~ATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

Cherokee's are great for
Campus - Feel the comfort when you walk from
class to class - and Pan
Am has its long walks Shoes Sportique has the
come on
selection by-

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Hoom Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Roo m Now OPEN

'His
-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
,------------------------------1
I
I

1 piece chicken, potatoes, roll for 99¢

I

I pay an extra 1 ¢ and receive and additional piece of chicken
I

:
I

I

:

I

vf/1,,, Jl,ul

I, 8,11,
Inc.
1320 N. CLOSNER

N. HWY. 281
EDINBURG
TEXAS

78539

I
I

OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 9, 1981

L___ _!~a~-:_c~~d~~~ po~~~o_!_~~on_o~I~ ______ J

Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107

FTD. TELEFORA, AFS
PH. A.C. (512) 383-6822
383-8611

MEMBER IMPRINT

-

Helpir,,t you say it right

Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week

t

f•
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Pulley becomes acting dean

Early registration? ~

Dr. Jerry Pulley is acting
dean for the school of education. He assumed the temporary psition after Dr. Bill
Reeves stepped down as
Dean to teach full-time in the
school of education.

In past years some students have gotten to register early for cla~s. T~is fall restrictions went into effect and only
athletes with pnor approval were given early registration.
An administrator and two students were selected lo respond to the question "When is ii deemed necessary for
students to receive early registration?"

Dr. Pulley estimates that a
replacement may be selected
as early as January or by next
September, depending on the
progress of the search committee. He is undecided about

Joseph Arriaga said, "Students should pre-register early
on first come first served basis.
They should be competent
and knowing of the consequences of such an advantage
of pre-registration, however
some still having necessary
exception for students on
financial aid."

Thursday, September 3, 1981
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seeking the position at this
time on permanent basis.
Pulley does not anticipate
any major changes in the staff
and the department is looking
at the curriculum to see "If II is
where they want ii to be."
Pulley, prior to coming to
the Valley in 1977, was a
department head at the
University Missouri-St. Louis.
At Pan American he taught
education administration at

~-·,
BARBER

&
HAIRSTYLING
phone for an appoJntment

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

Specializing in Fajitas
ONLY $3.75

lj

Beans
2 Guacamole
3 Salad &. Tortillas
720 North Closner
(Corner of 281 & Schunlor) Orders to go welcomed
Edinburg, Texas

381-9623

Arriaga
In the future no students will be given early registration
till next week see ya later.

,------~I Classified 4 s.
1

COLLEGE REP WANTED to dis"Student Rate" subscriplion cards at this campus. Good
Income, no selling involved. For
Information and application write
to: TIME, INC. College Bureau,
4337 W. Indian School Rd.,
Phoenlx, AX. 85031.

1 tribute

SPORTS!.....SPORTS! SPORTS!
Men & Women

I

Are you seeking FUN & selfsatisfaction, EXCITEMENT with
unlimited potential, ENJOYMENT plus opportunity for success & the advantage of being
your own boss In a full or partlime business of your own.
IMake money in college, openings
WE HAVE IT!
l available for campus residents to
sell top name audio and video If you qualify you can Join a winnl components. Low costs, high ing team of over 700 sporting
lproflts. Write for complete lnfor- goods & sports fashion retail
matlon to Southern Electronics
& home operated dealers.
Distributors 2125 Mountain ln- stores
Only $1500 required. Contact;
ldustrial Bldv Tucker, Georgia Sport-About, Inc.. 7691 Cental
30084 or call toll free 1-800241.6270 ask for Mr Eads
Ave. NE, Fridley, MN 55432

1

I
l

l

·1
- - - - _ _; _ - _ .J.0.1!-~~ ~OlJ~~~_.

OUR PHIIDSOPHY
IS TO SERVE YOU A
HAMBURGERTHAT'S
BETTERTHAN
THE OTHER GUY'S.
AND WE'RE PUTTING
OUR MONEY WHERE
YOUR MOUTH IS.

For Back To School An
Eye Examlnadon Is
Suggested By
Family Optical

WE OFFER
AIN.T NO REASON TO GO ANYPIACE ELSE..
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

FAMILY

816 South Main
McAllen, TexH
687-7224

JO" Di.count to PAU Stud~nt.
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UCPC schedules activities for year
The University Center Program Council activities start
today with "The Steroids"
playing in the University
Center circle.

UCPC is composed of eight
committees made up of students who plan programs to
complement the students' college life.

r govern1nent
The l
report

To all P.A.U. Students,
Hello and welcome back to school!! The Student Association is already hard at work planning one of the most
exciting and progressive years in PAU history. During the
summer, PAUSA won third place, our of 30 floats, in the
McAllen July 4th Parade. Also, the PAUSA Senate has
met three times, twice with a quorum, and participated
actively in Freshman Orientation.
Due to the Student's demand for lower prices for their
academic books, we are having a University-wide Book
Exchange. The Student Association, not receiving any of
the profits, will act as coordinator between those students
wishing to sell their books and those wishing to buy
books. Five organizations, including Alpha Phi Omega,
Lamba Alpha Epsilon, Ladies of Camelot, Alpha Kappa
Psi, Tau Kappa Epsilon, will man the booths and will
receive a 25 cent commission from the seller for each
book they sell.
At long last a book exchange has been organized so
that students may get more for their books. We at the
Association strongly encourage the student body to help
us make this project a great success by selling or buying
their books through our book exchange. REMEMBER:
This Book exchange was organized by students so all
students can save money!
With the new University President, Or. Miguel Nevarez,
PAU Is destined to become one of the most progressive
Universities In Texas. As a unified student body, we will
help to further this progress. Under the direction of such
able leaders as Oscar Garza, editor of The Pan American;
Alma Ramos, president of UCPC; and Sandra Barbosa,
editor of the El Bronco, In association with PAUSA, we
can create the right Ingredient to produce a highly successful school year. Student unification and participation
is what is needed to lead Pan American University on the
road to new horizons!!!

Special Events
Gloria Rodriguez and Lisa
Borrego are chairpersons
and they have already planned the Luau for Sept. 12.
Gloria is also planning the
Carnival of the Great Pumpkin, 16 de Septiembre and
the Cinco de Mayo.
Films
Chairperson Belinda Barbosa and co-chairperson
Eliseo Rodriguez and Oscar
Garza select films for students,
faculty and staff at a minimum
charge. Movies selected are
"10", "Silver Streak," "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show"
on Halloween, "Norma Rae,"
"Caddyshack," M' A 'S'H,"
''Lizards," "Phantasm,"
"Scavenger Hunt" and "The
Rose."

Bandbooklng
Elvira Cruz plans outdoor
mini-concerts such as the one
in the circle on Thursdays during activity period. Bands arP
also hired for program council

• Gift
Wrapping

SHOOTING
Yearbook Pictures
Yearbook pictures taken at . . . .
Ball Room
Fine Art Auditorium !Lobby)
Bus. Bldg. Lounge 2nd Floor
LA

3 PACKETS AVAILABLE
Must pay at time pictures taken. Arrival Date approximately 4 wks.
1 - 8 X 10
2-5X 7
22 - 2 X 3 Wallet

$15.00 tax included
1- 5 X 7
14 - 2 X 3 Wallet

$10.00 tax included
Packet C

Fine Arts
Karen Scott and her committee specializes In sponsoring dance groups, drama and
music on campus. Past activities were the conducting of
an art exhibit and a dance

company.
Ideas and Issues
This committee brings
speakers to the campus for
discussion on topics such as
energy, chicano awareness,
women's rights.

W-@Jbtrt
1.Empnrtum
Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps&. Uniforms
Old English
in
7 Colors

Group discounts
for
Fraternities
&
Sororities

·----------------------

Packet B

functions.

Greek Letters

PAUSA President

Packet A

Hoapltallty

Julie Salazar serves as
hostess for receptions and dinners and she is planning a spring banquet. A President
Leadership Scholarship Program ice cream party is set for
Sept. 8. This committee also
keeps and prepares a UCPC
scrapbook.

Luis Pena and Rigo Salinas
head this committee and are
planning polng, pool and racquetball tournaments. They
will also provide games at the
luau.

• Engraving

14-15
16
17
18

Larry Garica, Florinda Garcia and Belinda Godines share
the duties. Events planned by
the steering subcommittee are
What 'Oya get?, Broncolympics, a M'A'S"H party, the
Homecoming dance and also
a float for the Homecoming
parade.

Games & Tournaments

Fred Rodriguez

September
September
September
September

Diversions

1-3X 5
12 Small Wallet
$15.00 tax included

Taking Yearbook pictures does not require you
to purchase them.

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Phone·
1512) 781-4244

El Centro Mall
McAllen, Texas
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Student service fees raised $1
Student service fees have
increased by $1 per semester
credit hour with a maximum
of $40 for 10 or more semester credit hours. This increase,
though minimal, will help pay
for the expansion of student
services.
According to Dr. Gilbert de
los Santos, Dean of Stu-

dents, this increase will help .
with the inflation and growth
that is causing student services
to be more costlv to the University. ·'Stud,mt ~ervices
have grown quite a bit within
the University. both in number
and in quc,lity. said Dr. de los
Santos. "Thi, mcrease will pay
for the cost ot the services."

·----~--------~--~-1

:

I

I
I
I
I

· The Dean of Students believes that students have become more aware of the services available to them. There
is a marked increase from
1980 to 1981 in the amount of
students who have used the
services.
These services include financial aid, health service,
tutorial programs, UCPC, job
placement and testing, veterans proqrams.

90 percent of the students felt
that they had been helped by
some of these services.
Most students were unaware of the tuition increase;
however, some agreed that
the $1 increase was much better than the expected doubling
of tuition proposed by the
legislature.

O~eraTI. Dr de los Santos
noted a recent study shows
that in this one year period.

Exclusive
Playboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

®

Johnny Hinojosa
Owner

~=r
srf-,1_,,1,;1--

011 Notth MontAcrou lro-n n,e lC,,<7V)Mc.Alen_

,....,,.,.,. (5121686-215"

r..as.

SAVE TIME!

Optical Fashion

Have a professional do it!

260 South Texas

308 S. Broadway
McAllen
682·9435
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I solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames in the world.
TRY ME!!

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices
AIIIIIE.M8Ut0f

THENATIOHAI.
ASSOCIA.llON OF
SECAftARIAI. SEJMCf.S

~

Financial aid monies
Distributed Sept. 21
All students who received
grants. loans and scholarships
this semester can pick up the
balance of their money Sept. ·
21 and 22 from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the University Center
,lobby, according to the financial aid office.
"Students whose last names
begin with A-L can get their
money on Sept. 21," Carol
Rausch. assistant director
said. "Those with names
beginning M-2 should come
Sept. 22. Students who work
full time during the day and
take only night classes should
come between 5:45 and 6:45
p.m. Sept. 22 in the UC lobby. "
To help students avoid a
hassle Rausch suggests the
following procedure:
I. Students must present a
form of identification. either a
driver's license or University
1.D. card.
2. After signing appropriate
documents. a check slip will
be issued. (Bring a pen to sign
the necessary documents.)
3. Present the check. release
slip to the Business Office
cashiers (also in the University
Center lobby) who will release
the check to the students.
Students who fail to pick up
their checks must come by the
Financial Aid
Office. UC

TO A FRYING START.

room 108, Sept. 23 to sign
the necessary documents.
Then, they go to Office
Building A to pick their
money.
Students will not be able to
sign documents or pick up
checks for others.
Students who have applied
for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG).
must be sure their Student
Eligibility Report (SER) from
Los Angeles is on file at the
financial aid office.

Luau set
Sept. 12
UCPC will have its luau on
Sept. 12 in the UC circle area
according to Gloria Rodriguez. special events chairperson. Wine and beer will be
sold by dining services. Boll
Weevil. a country and western
band will provided the music.
All faculty and administrators are invited to meet and
talk with students on a one
basis and become better acquainted.

Students
encouraged
to take pictures
Students i:lnd faculty will
find it easier to have their pictures made for the El Bronco
yearbook this year. according
to Editor Sandra Barbosa
Pictures will be taken Sept
14-18 at several locations on
campus to make it more convenient for the students and
faculty Barbosa said.
No fee 1s charged to have
the pictures taken. However.
students and faculty can order
picture packets from the
photographer Seniors particularly might find the packets
useful for employment
resume photos, so they
should be sure to dress appropriately for the picture.
Barbosa said faculty
members will not have to wait
in line. They should just tell
the photographer they are
faculty and will we taken next
"Last year only 51 of the
350 faculty members had their
pictures taken." Barbosa aid.
"and only 8~0 students were
taken We're going to do better than that this year. We
already have taken about 700
freshmen alone ..

Start a meal at Whataburgertr; with our
hot, crispy French fries .
Fresh-fried co a golden brown until
they're just right. And free when you
bring in this coupon.

So clip it o ut and come in and order
a big, fresh Whataburger. We'll cook it
1ust for you with all the things you hke.
Plus we'll give you dn order of fries.
Absolutely free!

WHATABURGfll
------------------------------------7

i
I

I

I
I
I

I

Free French Fries

I

"We hope everyone will
have his p1ctu;e taken ... Bar
bosa said. "We'd like to make
this year's El Bronco especially memorable "

One free small order of french fries with this coupon
P1ea• pr-nt coupon to ca•hler when cwdertna. Limit one c oupon per c u•tomer.

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60. EDINBURG

Offer Expires Sep tember 9, 1981

WHATABURGER
~---------------------------------------------------~
I
I
I

The picture schedule 1s as
follows: Sept. 14- 15. the
Ballroom: Sept 16, lobby of
the Fine Arts Aud1tonum:
Sept 17. lounge of the
business administration
building; Sept 18. the Liberal
Arts Building

-balldabiarrbdtnbarar.

The new nameplate of The
Pan American

Wi;l~

de~1g11eu

by !-rank de la Ho~d Thi!
Ed111burg frc,hmdn di~o w,,,

tlu> c-levcr rrc,1tor of thl' new
fe,111,rl' , .ir11,rm1ton,1I
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Ex-Bronc Green showing
Well statistically in L.A.
Denver Nugget's first choice
in the draft and Ex-Bronc
Kenny "Apple" Green played
well during the L.A. summer
league and he came out with
Impressive marks.

In a short telephone inter·
view with Green, at his home
in Atlanta Georgia. he said he

did real well during the Nug•
gel's training camp program
and feels he won't have any
problems adjusting to the
Nugget's game plan.

John McDowell, assistant
basketball coach, said "Green
is made for a running and
shooting game like the Nug·
gel's play.

The L.A. summer pro
league is made up of 18 teams
of rookies, veterans and free
agents. This gives their NBA
clubs a preview of what they
can expect this fall.

Women's softball
Tryouts slated

Statistically Green lied for
second on the club with Lewis
Lloyd (A Golden St. draftee).
Each produced 19 points per
game and Green ranked 10th
in the league in scoring and
sixth in rebounding with an
8.5 average.

complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

421·A So uth Main, McAllen
682-3291

the strength of the schedule
was considered weak.
The Lady Broncs gained
their nine wins against just two
opponents They beat Our
Lady of the Lake five times
and Incarnate Word four
limes. These both are relative•
ly small, private colleges from
San Antonio.

381-1129

SELECT FROM SIX
DELICIOUS HOAGIE!
• Ham

Hours:
11:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Eat In
or
Take Out

Phone Ins

SCRUMPTIOUS
STEAK
SANDWICHES!

&. " THE SPECIAL" !

• Tuna

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In lest Preparation.

MCAT• DAT• LSAT .
GRE • GRE PSYCH •GRE BIO • GMIT
PCIT • OCIT · Vil · MIT • SIT · ACT · CPI
TOEFL · MSKP · NAT'L MED BOARDS · VQE
ECFMG · FLEX · NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

'~ ·

w €,-4-:.._ ~n,., •-H

Flexible Programs and Hours

I

IC'llrwwN
Educational Center

Visit Any Center And See For
Yourself Why We Make The Difference
TEsT PREPARAr,oN
SPE~IAL_ISTS SINCE 1938_
Centers m Maior US C1t1es, Puerto Rico,
Toronto, Canada & Zurich, Switzerland

VISIT OUR McALLEN CENTER - ALL COURSES AVAILABLE
Clases scheduled for many courses
3600 N. 23rd,

McAllen, Texas

11617 N. Central, Dallas

631·2961
75243

...
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Nevarez
cont. from page1
recognition. Upward Bound
and HEP Dr Sylvia Lujan
will handle Section 504. dealing with the handicapped
Recognizing the expertise
on campus. Dr. Nevarez says
he wants to use a task force to
solve problems.
"This would .-illow good
communication from all
angles." he explained need input from everybody " One of
the biggest thing~ Nevarez
hopes to do is make himself
more available to the students. "I want to attend many
student gatherings, so I plan
to budget my time to make
these events." he said
Even though President
Ralph Schilling handed over
the reins early to him, Nevarez
has called on the retired President three or four times for his
assistance.

THE HIGH-COST OFA
COLLEGE EDUCATION
JUSTWENTD N
AFEW DEGREES.

"Dealing with construction
is very important. and Dr.
Schilling is just one phone call
away," Nevarez said.

Nevarez has been at Pan
Am since 1971 and he never
dreamed he would ever become the next president.
"This of course has to be one
of the biggest highlights of my
career."

Married 23 years to his wife
Blanca, he has two sons Mike,
21, and Mark, 12 and a
daughter Annette, 16.
" My whole family was exicted when I was named president," he said. Mrs. Nevarez
has quit her job because she
wants to be available to serve
and to entertain the students
and faculty."
As happy as he may be,
Nevarez also feels a lot of
pressure with the job.

"I hope to be a successful
administrator because it could
open the door for other Hispanics in education," Nevarez
said. "It's like the first black to
play major league baseball."
During one freshman orientation, speech, Dr. Nevarez
expressed the average tenure
for university presidents is
three years. He chuckled, "I
was just trying to challenge
then, that's all. I just don't
want to let anybody down . .I
will do my best."

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

September Special
BIG CRI\P'r PLA fE:
J

c·,,,p~ <urn Taco,,
,pani,h Ric~.
Ranchero Bran,

ONLY $1.98
For faster service
call in order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locahon~I McAllen. M1ss101·,
HMhngen & Brownsv1lle

ANNOUNCING TI-IREE NEW
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

PROGRAMS THAT CAN HELP

YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE.

If you're like many college students, the closer you
get to your degree, the deeper
you get into debt. But, you
don't have to get in over your
h~d. Not when you join the
Army National Guard.
Because now, the Guard
has three new programs to
help you pay for college: the
College Loan Repayment Program; the Educational

Assistance Program, and the
Enlistment Bonus Program.
And you don't have to wait for
graduation to take advantage
of them. You couldjoin the
Guard right now.
You see, the Army National Guard is part-time. After
your initial training, it takes
Just two days a month and two
weeks of annual training a
year to setve. So there's plenty
of time left for your studies.
And you get paid for every
hour you put into the Guard,
so you11 have extra cash for
books, lab fees, and all those
other little expenses that
come up.
Of course, there's more
to the Guard than money. It's a
chance to do something gcxxl
for your coui:iny, as well as for
people right in your own com-

munity. The Guard can give
you more options in your lifeand more control over your
financial future.
If that sounds like where
you want to be, see your financial aid officer, contact
your local Army National
Guard recruiter, or use the tollfree number below for complete details on how the Guard
can help you pay for college.
And help in a lot of other
ways, too. But huny! These
special programs for college
students are available for a
limited time only.
·

The Guard is
America at its best.

-NGUARD
ATIONAL
Call toll-free: 800-638-7600.
In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto ~co: 723-4550; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438;
Maryland: 7 28-3388; m Alaska, consult your local phone directory.
Program tenns. payment amounts and eligibility requirements subJect 10 change. All programs not avatl.lble m au states
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Enrollment drops 2.90Jo;
Seniors increase slightly

Where do I park••Enrollment has dropped 2.9 percent over lut year, but
parking seems to be a big problem on campus. It seems like more studenta
are driving their cars to the university.

Enrollment has dropped
about 2. 9 percent over last
year, according to David
Zuniga, registrar.
"The figure is still unofficial
because we will still be dropp·
Ing and adding through the
12th day of class," Zuniga
said.
Total through late registration as of Sept. 4 Is 9,060
enrolled at Pan Am and Pan
Am at Brownsville. Enrollment dropped 300 from last
year's total of 9,360. Edinburg
has 8,144 students enrolled,
while PAU-B bas 916 enrolled.
Through regular registration, 8,409 students had

With reorganization

All students faculty and staff
are invited to attend the Hawaiian Luau Saturday night
Sept. 12 from 8-11 p. m., at
'the University Circle. According to Gloria Rodriguez,
special events co-chairperson.
The luau is conducted so
that students and faculty can
meet on a one to one basis
and converse in a relaxed
mood.

by Gloria L6pez
news editor

The re-organization wlll in•
clude three new Departments:
the department of management and computer information systems; the department
of marketing, finance, and
general business; and the
department of accounting and
economics. The school wlll
choose three department
chairpersons and three direc•
tors through a search committee and It should fill the positions by Jan. 1.
"The school has outgrown
its present program" Brewerton said, "and it needs a more
functional program to give it
the best of both worlds."
The proposed re-organization will aid the accreditation of the masters degree.
The school had a choice of
seeking further accreditation
for its masters degree after
receiving Its undergraduate

accreditation in 1979 or of
dropping Its undergraduate
accreditation.
"The re-organization will
give the school of business a
higher quality organization;
and if the masters degree Is
accredited; II will give us the
same quality education the
larger schools, offer, such
well-known universities as
University of Texas at Austin,
the University of Houston and
Texas Tech," Brewerton said.
Brewerton believes PAU
should be publicized more so
that more people can be
aware of Its programs.
"The school business is continuing to grow and despite
the overall enrollment decrease this semester, did not
suffer from It," Brewerton
said. "The school had a larger
enroll than last fall semester."
He concluded that there Is
nationwide trend of undergraduates enrolling in business
programs rather than in traditional ones.
The proposed re-organization program was approved
by the Board of Regents
however it must be approved
also by the Coordinating
Board of the Texas College
and University System.

What's inside

•

•

A breakdown of class levels
at each campus showed all
levels dropped over last year
except seniors. The seniors
picked up 37 over last year for
a total of 1,518.

Beginning freshmen dropped 18 students from 1,476 to
1.368. Returning freshmen
dropped only five from 1.989
to 1.984. Special freshmen
dropped one from seven to
six.

Sophomores dropped 101
students from 1.644 to 1,563.
Juniors dropped 49 from
1,365 to 1,316. Special
students dropped 103 from
397 to 294 and finally
graduates also dropped 90
students from 1,104 to 914.
"We anticipated the drop in
enrollment, but wear optimistic that we can pick up
enrollment in the spring
semester,' Zuniga said.

UCPC brings a bit of
Hawaii to university

Accreditation likely

The proposed re-organization of the school of
business administration is being Implemented so that the
masters accreditation can be
acquired by the Spring of
1984, according to Dr. F. J.
Brewerton, new dean of the
school of business administration.

registered from both campuses. Pan Am enrolled
7,677 with PAU-B enrolling
732 students.
"The economics situation
combined with the Reagan
Administration cuts in financial aid hampered students,
and some probably did not
come to school," Zuniga said.
" Inflation forced some
students to work instead of
coming to school."

•

The latest with the administration
building? . . . . . . . . . . . . . see. page 2
A review of the American Werewolf
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . see page 3
Summer classes are successful
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . page 5
Discover a "1 O" . . . . . . . . . . page 6
Skaines leaves Pan Am . . . . page 7

"This is the first UCPC activity of the year and Its kicks
off an activity filled year,"
Rodriguez said. President
Miguel Nevarez plans to attend so he can talk with the
students.
~

How low can you go-Martin Rodriguez bends his
knea •• he tries to go under·the .ttck during the
limbo contest IHt year. The Hawaiian luau Is set
for Sept. 12 &o 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Bollweevil will provide the entertainment with country and
western music.

The area surrounding the
UC circle will be the site of
hula hoop contests, doing the
limbo, volleyball and the ping
pong toss. Prizes for the toss
are goldfish.
"I encourage everyone to
get Into the Hawaiian spirit by
dressing up and UCPC wlll
provide leis for the final
Hawaii touch to the evening,"
Rodriguez said. "Dining services is roasting a pig plus
other types of fruit will be served free."
The circle wlll be decorated
with Hawaiian murals and the
fountain will be decorated
with Ice and tropical fruit.
Last years luau had a turnout of six hundred individuals,
but Rodriguez expects a bigger
turnout.

Architects investigate beam bend
Over entrance of Support Facility
Architects are being called
in to investigate why the structure of the physical plant has
started sagging, according to
Dr. Roy Flores, vice-president
of academic affairs.
The brick shelf hanging
over the entrance of the physical plant has bent down one
inch and two jacks have been
placed under the roof to keep
it from bending anymore.
Louis Devries, physical
plant supervisor, noticed the
slight problem with the shelf
three months ago. Then two
weeks ago, the workers measured the shelf and it had dip•
ped down about one inch.
"We added the jacks for
safety and the entrance Is safe
now," Devries said.
Flores, said the dip Is
mysterious because the building has had no problems In
four years. A 36-inch beam Is
holding the shelf up and "that
should be strong enough to
support It."

According to Flores there is
no danger Involved with the
shelf, but the temporary jacks
were added as a precautionary measure.
The brick shelf resembles a
covering over a patio.

The architects will take a
computer simulation study to
see If they can detect where
the problem is.
"We just don't know how it
happened or why it happen-

ed, but it does concern me,"
Flores said. "We would have
shut down the entrance and
the building if it had been
dangerous because safety is
our main concern."

SllVORT FACIUTY

i
j

Joela added for support-The brick ■helf hanging oftl' the entrance of the
Support Faclllty has dipped down one Inch. Architects are Investigating the
structure to see where the problem la.

g_
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The new Administration Building is taking shape. Since
ground was broken, progress has been made everyday.
The three story structure should be completed June
21, according to Dr. Roy Flores, vice-president for
business affairs. The administration building will cost
about $2 millJon.

The Pan American

Lookfng like a building-The new Admlnl1tratton
Building 1hould be comple~ by June 21, 1982
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with the building co,ttng around $2 mllllon.

Letter to the Editor
I would like to express my
opinion over a class cancellation which I find rather unfair
to PAU students, especially
myself. I registered for an
English advanced course
which is required for certlfica•
lion for a degree. Upon the
first class meeting we were
(class) told it had been cancelled over the lack of one more
student. The enrollment for
the class was 13. And we
were told in order for the class
to be considered, 14 students
had to register for the class.
As a required course for the
degree and at least the 13
students registered for it, there
should be some type of EXCEPTION.

Armando Rodriguez
Q: Are you pleased with the progress of the building?
Flora: I am very happy with the way things are going.
We have only had to make five basic changes In the
building like the selection of bricks, but overall, the design
has not changed.
Q: Who will be staying In the new administration
building?
Flora: The first floor will house purchasing and personnel, while the controller's office will make up the second
floor. the vice-presidents and the president will be on the
third floor. We should be able to have better continuity on
campus with personnel moving over from the old campus
and that should speed up the process. We will also save
on gas.

Q: What will happen with the old administration building
off campus?
Flora: We don't know right off hand, but we have to
pick a good alternative plan for it. It is still the property of
Pan American University. What causes problems Is the
fact that the old campus Is not connected with the regular
campus.

Q: What will happen with the present administration
building?
Florea: This building will not be torn down, but I can't say
what we wlll use It for. It Is a sound building and we may
have to remodel It for another use. We have to have a
good alternate solution for it and one way it can be used is
as a computer center. The computer center in the
business school ts growing at a fast rate and it needs space
quickly. In addition, students could use the computers
and the business school could use the extra space
because they are growing also.
·

Q: Where Is the register and the admissions office going if
they are not moving over to the new administration
building?
flora: We have to see what happens, but their future
place may be In the old library because that would suit
them fine. The building would have to be remodeled for
their use. We have to plan -ell and make the best use of
the space available because we can't waste space. It won't
be long before we have to model other functions.

Q: Will the name on the building be generic like the rest of
the building names on campus?

·flora: I don't know ... that could be a possibility, but
few buildings have people's names on this campus;
however no name has ~en planned as of yet.

No-name buildings
Lose past history
by O,car Garza
Buildings may be the biggest part of a university next to
students and faculty. Buildings are seen everyday and
everybody remembers the people the buildings are named after.
For example, we're sure you know Mr. Math because
the math building is named after him. In addition, the
university center was named after Mr. UC and the Leaming Resource Center was named after Mr. LRC.
In many other univekrsities across the state, buildings,
are named in honor of who helped out Lyndon Johnson,
Dr. Arnulfo Oliveira and John F. Kennedy particular
universities. For instance, at Southwest Texas State there
ts the Lyndon Johnson Activity Center and at Angelo
State ther is the Houston Harte Center. But, what are the
standards for naming buildings after people?
Pan Am has about four buildings named after people:
Emilia Hall, Southwick Hall, Jody Ramsey Stadium and
Cox Tennis Stadium.
The so and so library and the so and so building sounds
more honorable than just calling something the science
building. But, what are the standards for naming buildings
after people?
Petitions must be signed and presented before the
Board of Regents and some action then will taken.
However, the person must have given a lot of time to the
university and represented It well.
Former president Lyndon Johnson gave a lot of money
to Southwest Texas State during through the years and
this enabled the university to grow. In addition Johnson
lived near San Marcos he was therefore honored with
Lyndon Johnson Activity Center. Houston Harte worked
hard for the Angelo State and the university center was
named Houston Harte Center. He was one of the founders of the university. A few people have made Pan Am
what it Is today, but none have any buildings named after
them. Does it take a death for that to happen or what?
It would be so much easier if names Instead of like
generic titles were on the buildings. In the journalism
world, that is called label heads.
For beginning freshmen on down the road, named
buildings add a bit more history to the university and why
should anybody want to forget the past people who
helped the university.
These people deserve the credit and putting their
names on a building is the least the university could do.

Float wins third place--Pan American Student
Auoclatlon entered float In McAJlen's July 4
parade. Featured on the float are Noemi Gonzalez
1980-81 Bronco Queen, Nelli Garza 1981-82 Miss
Pan American and Bucky PAU mascot. Construction of float pictured In front I to r are Fred
Rodriguez, Tony Flores, Harvey Gonzalez, Berta
Gonzalez, Dolly Solis and Dave Miller.
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Auditions open for 'Not by Bed Alone'
Auditions have begun for
Pan Amer ican University
Theatre's first production,

by Ella de los Santos

Not by Bed Alone.
Readings continue tonight
at 7:30 p.m. at the studio
Theatre of the Fine Arts
Center and tomorrow at 3
p.m.

What do you get when you cross the Dr. Pepper guy
with a full moon on a cold, rainy, spooky night?
You get An American Werewolf in London!
David Naughton, the name belonging to the famous
'Tm a Pepper" face, is the newest werewolf in the long
line of man~aling humans-turned beast. Naughton, in
this thoroughly modern version of the age-old story, plays
the starring role and is a convincing werewolf in this the
latest of the summer horror films.
As usual, the movie begins innocent enough and has
no eerie feeling about it. The character that Naughton
plays, David Kessler. and his buddy Jack are on a
backpacking tour of Europe. They plan to work their way
down to Italy eventually. They never get past London
however.
While the two seemingly happy-go-lucky travellers are
walking on the moors they are attacked by some kind of
thing that howls a wary warning. Jack is killed in this first
attack, but Kessler survives. Kessler, without knowing it,
has become the next member in the bloodllne of the
werewolves.
When he awakes In a London hospital a few weeks
later, he is visited by his dead friend who begs him to kill
himself and sever the bloodline.
This may be the part of the film that sets this version of
the age-old werewolf movie apart from the past ones. It is
kind of different to see the victims asking the werewolf to
commit suicide so that they may put their souls to rest.
(Since they were mortally wounded by the werewolf they
must linger in limbo until the werewolfs bloodline is cut
off). Kessler Immediately believes that he Is going insane
and begins having terrible nightmares.
His fears become reality on a beautiful night lit by a full
moon because he begins undergoing a fantastically well
presented metamorphosis as he becomes the werewolf.
The movie of course has the standard inquisitive doctor
and pretty girl that falls in love with the werewolf.
Although the plot may not be of the highest calibur, it is
easily evident in the story and allows the progression to
occur smoothly.
"An American Werewolf in London" Is set In modern
limes and aside from the change Into beast that Naughton
undergoes and his ' midnight snacks', there Is no hint that
anyone in the theater could tell that It is a werewolf
movie. The problems and circumstances that are depicted
aside from the werewolf's jaunt are typical scenes In
modern day. There Is some nudity and raw language In
the feature. Anyone going to see this feature that is not
expecting too much blood, gore or sex will be happy with
the film.

"All interested persons are
invited to attend," Dr. Doug
Cummins, director of the production, said. "There are still
many parts available for the
production."

In addition. Cummins will
need several people to play
walk-on and minor parts. He
stated that those people
wishing to work backstage on
the production should come
to the audition and fill out an
application form.

Not by Bed Alone by
Georges Feydeau, the
recognized master of farce
comedy, Is set in the blithe
and carefree days of France
prior to World War I. "The
Major concern of people in
high society in those days,"

Cummins stated." was chacking on the daily scandals
reported in the morning
paper. This play ls a hilarious
satire of those people."

ty and faculty and students of
Pan American University are
invited to try-out because we
hold open audition," Cummins said.

The p·lay will be performed
in The Fine Arts auditorium
on the Edinburg campus
November 4-7. Rehearsals
will take place during the
month of October and will be
held primarily at night, Cummins said.
"Members of the communl-

Other productions coming
this semester are El Grande
de Coca Cola, a musical
revue to be performed in
December and Shakespeare's

Twelfth Night to be performed in February.

A&R
THE ORIGINAL HOAGIE SHOPPE
OPEN DAILY!
Phone Ins
Mon - Sat.
lJ :80 a.m . - 4:00 p .m.
7.0 p.m. - 11.00 p.m.

SELECT FROM SIX
.DELICIOUS HOAGIE!
• Ham &. Cheese
• Turkey

• RoastBeef

All delectable in their
own way with sweet and
hot peppers on both!

SCRUMPTIOUS
STEAK
SANDWICHES!

Sund~

4:00 p .m . - 11:00 p .m .

• Tuna

• Ham

Eat In or Take Out

Hours:

381-1129

&. "THE SPECIAL"!
(a combination of 3 delicious
meats, a special cheese and
tantalizing condiments.)

t STEAK t
t STEAK & CHEESE t
t PIZZA STEAK t
MUSHROOM STEAK
TALAPENO
t
&
t
CHEESE 9TEAK

1522 W. University
University Village

(across from Pan Am)

·-----------------

Classified Ads

SHOOTING

PORTS! SPORTS! SPORTS!

If you qualify you can join a winn- purchasing similar bargains, call
ing team of over 700 sporting 602-941-8014 Ex!. 502. Phone
goods & sports fashion retail call Refundable.
stores & home operated dealers.
Men & Women
Only $1500 required. Contact;
Inc .. 7691 Cental
Are you seeking FUN & self- Sport-About,
Ave. NE, Fridley, MN 55432 Classified rate is 20 cents a line
satislaction, EXCITEMENT with TOLL
FREE (800) 328-2502
unlimited potential, ENJOYwith a minimum of $1 for etch InMENT plus opportunity for sucsertion, pay able in advance.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan Americess & the advantage of being
can Emilia Hall 100. Deadlines Is
your own boss In a full or partSURPLUS JEEPS. CARS, Friday noon. To estimate cost
time business of your own.
TRUCKS Car-inv. value $2143 count 30 letters and spaces to a
WE HAVE IT!
sold for jlQQ.. FoLlnfQrl'[latiQ!)_on linl!.

------

Yearbook Pictures
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Yearbook pictures taken at . . . .

September
September
September
September

14-15
16
17
18

Ball Room
Fine Art Auditorium (Lobby)
Bus. Bldg. Lounge 2nd Floor
LA

September 24 & 25

Interested

Brownsville Campus

3 PACKETS AVAILABLE
Must pay at time pictures taken. Arrival Date approximately 4 wks.

Phi Kappa Theta
students should
will hold Its

Fall Rush Party

Packet A

2-5X 7
22 - 2 X 3 Wallet

contact Rene

$15.00 tax included

at 383-8328
Before 7:00 p.m.

Packet B

1-5X7
14 - 2 X 3 Wall et
$10.00 tax included

Packet C

1- 3 X 5

Saturday Sept. 12
After 7:00 go by
From 8 :00 p.m. -?

the game room in
UC Building

Come and join us

l-8X10

12 Small Wallet
$5.00 tax included

Taking Yearbook pictures does not require you
to purchase them.

t
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Pool table rates Increase
Pool rates at the University
Center have been increased
40 cents over last year. This
increase Is based on an hourly
charge of 46-60 minutes play•
ing time
"The new rates are 0-15
minutes 25 cents. 16-30 50
cents. 31-45 75 cents and
46-60 minutes SI," said Debbie Thomas. UC coordinator.
Last year the rate was a penny
a minute.
In addition. there are new.
balls and cue
sticks. New ping pong paddles
are also available at the
center

Book prices?
a•

It I• not uncommon for • ome •tudents to haue paid
much a. $106 for boob thi. umater. To ol/eu/ote the • ltua•
tlon, •tudent gouemment conducted a book •wop. Students
were o•ked If they thought the book •wap u,os on a/tematlue
to the prlca at the bookstore?

Students interested i·n
listening to music can sign out
head phones on the second
floor and decide which tape to
listen to in the music room
which is located on the third
floor of the UC center
The tapes will not pass
through the students· hands as
all the tapes will be played on
equipment located on the second floor
"'This is an effective. effi
cient system and should cut
down on vandalism and destruction of past years." said
Thomas.

Yearbook schedules photographs
PAU students and faculty
are urged to take their yearbook pictures next week September 14-18

September
Room

Faculty members will have
first priority and w,11 not have
to stand m line to have their
yearbook picture taken.

~eptember 17. Bus. Bldg
Lounge 2nd Floor

Yearbook pictures will be
taken at different places on
campus from 9 -4 p.m. and
the following places have
been designated and in
Brownsville.

Celebration set
,
Alma Ramo. said, "I think
the boobwap wa• good because It helped •tudents fld
more for their boob than at tlte
boobtore."

English lab tutoring available

,

English 1300 tutorial assistance is available in LRC 112.
Students should no longer go to office building H
English labs started this week . All students taking English 1300
are required to enroll in a lab. During the labs students recewe
extra Instruction and material to aid them In the course
Students enrolled 10 English 1301 and 1302 may also sign up
for tutonng Juan Ovalle. Irene Sanchez and Dahha Gonzalez
are the full time workers at the lab and are there from 7:45 a .m
to 4 30 p m. to help students

Judging from the commentl a vloble altematlue to the
bookstore has been made aual/able to the •tudeni.. FIii next
week •ee Yo later.

Ball

!:>eptember 16. Fine Art
Auditorium (Lobbv)

September 18. LA
September 24. Brownsville
campus

PUBLISHER NEEDS
ON-CAMPUS CONSULTANT

Diez y sels de Septlembre
Maroch;. and plnata, will highlight the dlez y ,els
de Septlembre celebration Tuuday during activity
period according to Gloria Rodriguez, apeclal event,
chairperson. The alebratlon la being conducted on
Tueaday so more student, can participate.

14- 15.

We are looking for a faculty member or spcuse. graduate student
o r ad ministra tive person who wo uld like to supplement prewnt
income with a seco nd carH r in college te xtbook publishing.
The role Is one of pyblic relations. The prerequisites are relationships and familiarity w ith t he academic community We will
provide you with the skills and knowledge about te xtbook
publishing.
We are a 63-year-old pu blishing hoose with meny author1 already
·on Qmpus. The person filling this pcsition would consult with
on campus feculty members about the unique aspects of our
NEW DIMENSION Group as well as provide a liaison with our
treclitionel pyblishing groops. Yo ur inquiry is completely confidential so send a letter and resum~ . . . to ...
Jemes Spivey

1100 Ho- Avenue
Apt.#553
Sacramento, CA 95825

au.,._ Publlshlno COfflPMY
Minneapolis, M,nnesotl

(916) 927-2852

Activities
Calendar
10:30-11 :30 Baptist Student
Union UC-307
10 30-12 30 BSU WIKV
I 0·25-11 :30 United Methodist
Campus Ministry Chapel
10 35-11 35 lnterfraternlly
Council UC -306
10 a.m -12 p .m UCPC UC circle
9 a.m.•l 30 p .m. IK WLKV
10 25-1 L25 Lambda Alpha Ep·
s1on LA 125
10:30-11:30 Phi Kappa Theta
WLKV
9 am -1 p .m Alpha Phi Omega

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game koom "ow OPEN

Game Room ~qw OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

WLKV

SEPTEMBER 11
7 p.m ·10 30 BSU BSUC
10.30-1230 BSU WLKV
91 APO WLKY
SEPTEMBER 13
4-7 p .m. PKT UC-306A
6 30-9:30 IK Blrm
SEPTEMBER 14
6-10 Delta Zetas UC-306. 306A
5 p.m -8 pm Kappa Deltas
UC-307 307A
SEPTEMBER 15
10 12 UCPC UC-3USA
11-1 APO WLKY
10 30-11:30 UCPC UC circle
1030-11 30 BSU UC-307
7-10 pm BSU BSUC
10:30-11 30 Inter Varsity Chns•
tlan Fellowship UC-305
10 30- 12 30 BSU WLKV
10 15-11.30 UCCM Chapel
10.25-ll.30SNEA ED 119
11 1 BSU BSUC
6 30- 10 p.m IK UC-305. 305A

Tri -Beta Meets
T he Beta Beta Beta biological society will hold its first
meeting Sept. 15, in S Bl 18
President Michael Wood in
vltes a ll interested students to
attend the first general
meeting There will be diScussion concerning the upcoming
events for the year and plans
for va rious field trips.

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!

,------------------------------1
:
1 piece chicken , potatoes, roll for 99¢
I
I pay an extra 1 ¢ and receive and additional piece of chicken

:

I

I
I
:

I

OFFER EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 16, 1981 ,

I

L___ _!~~~c~~d~~~ ~~~~o.!_~~n_o~!..- _____ J

Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name .Says It AIU
Open 7 days a week
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Summer night classes
Are successful
For the first time In recent
memory, more night classes
were offered during the summer sessions at Pan American.
"The classes were successful," said Bill Morris, assistant vice-president of academic affairs. "They will be offered again next summer."
"More classes were addecl
at· Pan American, becauSE
night classes at San Juan were
phased out last year," Morris
said. "It enabled this campus
to have more classes."

Night enrollment for the first
summer session was 441 students for the Edinburg campus and 24 at Brownsville.
This campus had 368 students
and Brownsville had 27 night
students the second summer
session.

Art, English, Spanish, computer Information systems,
economics, finance, general
business, management, math,
psychology, sociology, history, government and educa-

OS & WATCH

ALL

tlon courses were offered th1:o
first summer session. English,
Spanish, computer information systems, economics,
general business, marketing,
math, phUosophy, psychology, sociology, history, and
government were offered the
second.
Ail general education
courses, (le, math, English,
history, government, biology,
etc...) will be offered next
summer.
"The school of business and
other schools wlU offer upper
level courses on demand,"
said Morris.
An upper level course may
be scheduled for any semester, but 25 or more students
have to be Interested in taking
the course and a request must
be filed with the department
head. Requests should be filed early In the semester so
scheduling and printing procedures can begin.
Requests should be filed by
June for the fall semester, by
September for the spring semester and by the middle of
Mar{;h for the summer sessions.

JEWELRY

\
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3-2432

• Gift
Wrappina

Jewelry
and Watch

• Enpavin&

Repairs

"The Board of Regents requlres a minimum of 14
undergraduates or seven
graduate students to be enrolled for a class to be taught by
' an Instructor," concluded
Morris.

Lab assistants
Needed for research work
The Minority Biomedical
support (MBS) Program is
currently soliciting applications for interested and
qualified undergraduate students for research training
positions in chemistry and
psychology and a graduate
student for a research training
position in biology.
Sept. 18 Is the deadline for
applications for the program
for this fall. Students who had
applied previously and who
are still Interested should notlfty the MBS office and update
their applications.
The. MBS program consists
of several research projects
directed by faculty members In
biology, chemistry and psychology and incorporating
mostly undergraduate and a
few graduate students as student research participants.
Faculty members currently
directing research projects and
their projects Include: Dr.
James Aldridge, department
of behavioral science, studying phonetic storage In speech
perceptloon; Dr. Doy Caln
and Dr. Gary Montegomery,
department of Behavioral
sciences, studying psycho-

somatic disease and biofeedback; Dr. Jose Castrtllon,
department head of chemistry, studying synthesis of
tilorone analogs, Andres
Estrada, department of
chemistry, studying some
aspects of the biochemistry of
vision; and Dr. N. L. Savage,
department of biology, studyIng Infectious arthritis In
laboratory rodents.
Student participants wUI be
selected from applicants based
Of! academic background and
potential, Including courses
comJ>leted and grade point
average, career goals, Interviews and r!commendatlons.
Undergraduate stuclents selected to participate In the program will be expected to contribute approximately 15
hours per week during the
academic year and fuU time
during the summer. Graduate
students will be expected to
work approximately 20 hours
per week during the academic
yeai and summer. Undergraduate students wlll receive
$3.64 per hour for a total of
$1,500 for the academic year
and $1,500 for the summer.
Graduate students will receive
$5.69 per hour and a total of
$5,040 for one year. Gradu-

GE
FRESH START
ON LUNCH.

You don't have co sen le for a lunch
chat's cooked and waiting.
Cuc out chis coupon and come co
Whataburger4P because we're waiting co
scan cooking just for you. For lunc'h, or
dinner, or whenever you want a fresh,
juicy Whataburger, some hot, crispy

Free French Fries

One free small order of french fries with this coupon.
~

paid.

For more Information ana
to make application, Inter·
ested students should contact
Mrs. Gloria Gilpatrick, sec·
cretary or Dr. N. L. Savage.
MBS Program director, In
room 136 of the 'Science
Building, Telephone 3813546. ·

Biology profs
Receive grants
Two biology professors
have been awarded a
$104,164 grant by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Named as principal and coInvestigator, Dr. Frank Judd
and Dr. Norman Sav~ w1I
research the effects of pentavalent arsenlcals on resistance of mice to salmonella Infection.
"We will be lnvetlgating to
what effect pesticides contaift.
Ing aresenlc have on the resistance of mice to bacterial Infections," Judd said.
The stu,dy will help identify
pentavalent arsentcals aspotential hazards to humans and
other non-target organisms as
a consequence of their effect
on the disease produced by
bacterial Infection. It will also
Indicate how these compounds exert their effects.
The grant provides for a
salary for two research ass ls tan ts . Undergraduate
biology or chemistry majors or
minors c a ~ ~for the jobs.

french fries, and a froscy cold drink.
So come on in co Whataburger and
lee's get started. And if you'll bring along
chis coupon, we'll scan something for
you free!
We·II be waiting. Bue don· t worry, we
won't start without you.

WHATABURGEll
------------------------------------,

'

ate student tuition and tees up
to $300 per year will also be

NOW IS THE TIME

Still time to
prq,are for fall
GRE, GMAT, LSAT
Call for further
Information

present coupon to cashier when or. erlng. Umlt one coupon po cuatomer.

3600 N. 23rd
McAllen
78501

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EDINBURG

OFFER EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 16, 1981

WNATABURGER
bi.,

E'IICatl•I Cuter
can ..,. ,,...., , • ..,..

631-2961
11617 N. Central

Dallu, TX 7~243

~-----------~---~---~------------------~~-~--~~----~·---------·
-build a

bdl~rba111er.

,1
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Criminal Justice granted
Departmental status

· Moore obsessed

In finding 'l O'

shon H. Johnson. assistant professor with the criminal justice
program. Course offerings will be
strengthened and Improved at the
universltv level
Dr. Johnson also stated. "students will get on hand meaningful
experience and apply their knowledge." Students enrolled in
Criminal Justice will deal with the
police courts. corrections and the
judicial and executive branch
departments.

In a nation of free enterprise and freedom of choice,
PAU students have shown their love of freedom by participating in a successful book swap this past week.

The Criminal Justice department comprises the third largest
enrollment on the Pan American
University campus.
Criminal Justice in Texas has a
statewide reputation as graduates
have been placed in various agencies at all government levels. A
Criminal Justice minor is also
available to supplement the aca demic experience of students majoring is the areas of political
science. sociology. psychology.
business and related areas.

This book swap was set up by student government and
run with the cooperatio'1 of Alpha Phi Omega, Lamba
Alpha Epsilon, Ladies ol Camelot, Alpha Kappa Psi and
Tau Kappa Epsilon. Approximately 452 books were
available for sale with over 175 sold by noon Sept. 4.
Unofficially, over $1,000 worth of books have been sold
for PAU students!
PAUSA is now looking forward to the spring book
swap and we again are asking all students to participate.
Books will be deposited starting the last week of the fall
semester culminating with
another book swap during
the first week of the spring semester.
The association is also starting a new "PAUSA Student
of the Month Award" program to honor students across
the campus. Starting on Sept. 4, applications for nominations will be available at the five Dean's offices, the directors of health related professions' office, from any PAUSA
Senator and at the PAUSA qfftce, UC 314.

Criminal Justice majors now
have a choice of majoring in
either Police Administration or
Corrections. an enhanced career
preparation for students seeking
employment in law enforcement
and corrections will be increased.

Nominations are open to all students, faculty and administration with the qualifications being an
undergraduate student carrying a 2.0 or better GPA. The
selection will be handled by the school senators, the student department representatives selected by the senators
and the school's deans. The final selection will be by the
PAUSA advisory board, the senators at large, the dorm
senators and Tony Vela, PAUSA's Adviser.

New president to
Meet students
Or. Nevarez, president of Pan
American University will be
available to talk and meet with
students on Oct. 1 in the ballroom during activity period according to Letty Guerrero, ideas and
issues chairperson.

Live Music Nightly
ev

Quiet Thunder with Knox fones
Brent Hu.man 5:30 - 9:00
House Band-Sage Brush - Tues, • Sat. 9:30-2:00

;-

<-rho

Next week, Information will be given on these awards
but in the mean time start thinking of students around
campus that you feel are helping to better our school and
its students' lives!!

Meet the president starts off
UCPC's introduction of Dr.
Nevarez and then follows up with
meet the deans. Refreshments
will be served.

Ricardo F. Saldivar Jr.
Vlce-Prnldent

wor

toa~zza

iWrS

<:fra)'Or
BEER & WINE
Enjoy watching football on our wide Television screen.

Spoeiah:
Monday- Friday 11A.M.·2P.M.

302 ED CAREY DR., HARLINGEN
428 • 4933
3420 NORTH 10TH ST., McALLEN
687 · 1537

•

The Best Pizza In Town.' Honest.
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Pan Ant facilities
Open to recreation

Skaines heads
Track at UTSA

After 12 seasons of
coaching the Pan Am cross
country and track team,
.James M. Skalnes resigned
his position as assistant professor and head coach, to be
named head men's and women's cross country and track
coach at The University of
Texas at San Antonio.
Last season at a meet outside of Austin, Skaines led the
&ones to their biggest crosscountry win ever. They defeated Southwest Conference
powers Texas and Texas
A&M.
I "We ran against all nine
teams from the Southwest
Conference last season and
we beat all but three of them,"
said Skalnes. "We didn't beat
Baylor, Houston, or Arkan-

sas; and Arkansas finished second in the country, behind
Texas-El Paso."
"A replacement for Skaines
has not been named," said Bill
White, atletic director. ''The
latest appointee was unable to
get out of his current contract."

JIMMYSKAINES

During pool hours at least
two qualified guards will be on
duty. If there are 60 people in
the pool at any one time, the
guards will not admit more
until some leave.
Since not many racquetball
courts are available, please
limit your time to one hour If
you see other people waiting
to play.

Cheerleader
tryouts .~
.
Cheerleader tryouts will be
Sept. ~3. at 5 p.m., in the
PAU Field House.
Students Interested in trying
out for cheerleader must attend a meeting Sept. 21, at 4
p.m., In Room 305 In the

~-~

University Center. Att«indance at this meeting Is• requirement because a p ~
will sign up at that time. , •
For further information
please contact UC 105 or ~II
381-2147.
~;ij

-...

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Gymkana
Program
Registration for Pan
American's gymkana program
sponsored by the Physical
Education Department begins
today at 4 p.m. in the Gymnastic Gymnasium.
Any child of public school
age Is eligible to enroll In the
program.
A $25 fee, which Includes
Insurance, will be charged per
semester.
Class dates are Sept. 10, 17,
24; Oct. I, 8, 15, 22; Nov. 5,
12, 17, 19 (Parent's Day).
Parent or guardian must be
I present at registration.
For further information, call
381-3504 and ask for Jeanette
Hawkins.

Tuesday and Wednesday and
from 4 to 10 p.m. Thursday
and Friday. They also can be
used during daylight hours on
the weekends.
Racquetball courts are open
24 hours a day, seven days a
week.
Pan American University
l.D. cards will have to be
presented lo the person on
duty.

If you find yourself with free
time on your hands why don't
you take advantage of the
various recreational facilities
Pan American has to offer?
An indoor swimming pool,
eight lighted tennis courts,
racquetball courts and gym
can be used during recreational hours.
Pool hours are from 4 to 6
p.m. Monday through Thursday and I to 4 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.
Hours for the gymnasium
are 6 to 7:45 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and I to
4:45 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
The tennis courts located
adjacent to the Physical
Education Complex are open
from 4 to 6:30 p.m. Monday,

,,

September Special
BIG CRISPY PLATE:

Guy D'Anna
Sworn Budweiser Drinker

3 Crispy Com Tacos,
Spanish Rice,

Jj~--JV

Ranchcro Beam

ONLY $1.98
-:--:· {4':- .... -... ·~..

For faster service
call In order

I

-:,;_

383-0725

I

Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Palo
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/McAllen. Mission
H,,rlingen & Brownsville

One taste of Schlitz can .-1
change a lot of minds.
Recently, hundreds of )
loyal Budweiser and
\
Miller drinkers tasted
·
their beer and Schlitz
e by side-,

"I thought I knew my
beer-I thought I'd
choose MIiler. But
I chose Schlitz:'
Charles Walker
Sworn Miller Drinker

complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

'1 ,.

1

Before the taste tests.
r,~' _all the participants signed
affidavits swearing they were loyal Budweiser
or Miller drinkers. But following the tests.
lots of those tasters were surprised. Because
after tasting their favorite beer and Schlitz in
unlabeled mugs. many found they preferred
Schlitz.

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

1

FREE

.

~~ · '
~

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG

f

Treasure Hills Womens' I

428-6242

"I'm definitely surprised.
I thought for sure I'd
pick Miller. But I picked
Schlitz:'
Mike Miller
Sworn Miller Drinker

'f.

a ""'·~

{I

One person who
-~_''\ '
wasn't surprised is
~ ,· ~
Frank Sellinger. "Some\\ ~·.:. · l ~J~
people thought it was ~
q,~
risky to taste test my Schlitz on national TV.
But I was sure lots of people would pick
Schlitz over their beers.
"Three years ago I came to Schlitz to make
my best. And after 40 years as a master
bre11Ver. I know this is it. Taste one glass. You may
like my Schlitz better than
your beer, too:·
',"
'

Elliot Marcus
Sworn Budweiser
Drinker

t

; .:f

TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

Center

±\

"I've been drlnldn'
Budweiser for 25
years. But tonight I
opted for Schlitz:'

~"'-""''41

Pregnancy Test

ALL CALLS CON Fl DENTIAL

,,. .

\

. - ~-~~~,~tt,:-,:

II

One taste of
...
Schlitz convinced
/
;
them. "Schlitz has body.
it rias flavor;· said Budweiser drinker James
sedat
Seager. "It's real quenching and real clean
Fran Sellinge
Chief Executiv
and very drinkable:· agreed Miller drinker
Mike Manely. Budweiser drinker Robert Davis Officer of Sehl
summed up the feelings of many when he
• - - - - - - ~ ~...-="~
said, ''I'll have to stop by and pick up a
n f.. ,.n.
six-pack of Schlitz!"
~~

_,.,A
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EL CENTRO MALL
VIDEO ARCADE

r--------------- -r----------------r
VIDEOS:
Red Barron Sit Down
Tail Gunner
Space Tatics
Gori
Asteroids
Galaxian
Battle Zone
Missile Command
Phoenix
Pleaides
Defender

I
I
II
I
II

I

Thurs. Sept. 10
Good for 3 Tokens
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _ _ __ __ _ _
City

-----ONE PER CUSTOMER

Space Panic
Space Invaders
Space Zap
Scramble
Venture
Space Encounter
Polaris
Crazy Climber
Centipede
Star Castle
Rip-Off
Sea \Jolf

II
I
I

Fri. Sept. 11
Good For 2 Tokens
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City________
ONE PER CUSTOMER

I
I
II
I
II
I
I

f----------------~----------------1
I
I
I
I
I:

Name________

I
I
II

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

II

Sun. Sept. 13

Good for 3 Tokens

Pac Man
Rally X

I
I
II
I

I
I
I
I
I

City_________
ONE PER CUSTOMER

II
I
I

Mon. Sept. 14

Good for 3 Tokens
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _ _ _ __ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ONE PER CUSTOMER

I
I
II ·

I
I
I
I
I

I

•----------------➔----------------,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Tues. Sept. 15

Good for 3 Tokens

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City________

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Wed . Sept. 16

Good for 3 Tokens
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City________

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

IL-------~--------~-----~----------·
°"' ,... "'"°""'
I
"'"°""'
I
0

' " ,...

Relieve Anxiety &
Post Examination Depression

25 Tokens for $5
All Games 1 Token
WIN A T-Shirt With A High
· Score

Pinball:
Fire Power
Xenon
Flight 2000
Scorpion
Black Knight
Rolling Stone
Panthera
Black Out

MERICAN
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Uribe blasts Clements'
Stand on education
Valley Senator Hector
Uribe blasted Gov . Bill
Clements' stand on education
last week, although 50 education bills passed during the last
Legislative session.
Speaking before 200 people at the Learning Resource
Center, Sept. 9, Uribe questioned a Clements' veto on
the Health Insurance Bill.
"What are his goals and
commitments to education,"
Uribe said. "He pats the
teacher's head for doing a
good job, while he vetos your
bills."
Over half of the budget in
the past session went to
education and Uribe says the
State of Texas supports better
education.
"We must reject his
(Clements) stand on teachers
and his administration," Uribe
said. "In 1982, we must take
th e initiative and veto
Clements' referendum."
Some of the laws that passed were for teacher competency testing . Current
teachers do not have to take
the exams, only the furture
teacher will.
"This ls to make sure that
they know their subject,"
Uribe said. "I don't expect too
much opposition because
everybody wants to achieve a

level of expertise and I know
the exams will not be unfair to
the teachers."
The Bilingual Education bill
was a hot issue during the
legislature. Father of the Bill,
Senator Carlos Truan from
Corpus Christi, had to make
several compromises in the bill
before it finally passed .
"Bilingual Education is vital
to the state of Texas and you
can see It is needed here in the
valley, but we do not want to
make it a language maintenance program," Uribe said.
"We want ii only used as a
bridge, not as a crutch ...and
today the program Is beirfg used as a cracked crutch
because all the people who
need it, like the Valley, cannot
afford it. The poorest school
districts have the heaviest
burden.
Uribe stressed his three "R"
education policy during his
afternoon speech before
Valley teachers. Resources
help provide a better education for students, he said. Requirements shape a better
partnership between teachers,
parents and the school
districts. Finally, restraint
allows good cooperation between teachers and students.

teachers to make curriculum
changes are to go before their
school board.
"It wBuld be harder to make
a curriculum change before
the whole state because it may
not pass."
Education professors expressed dissatisfaction over
the failure to pass a bill concerning student teachers in the
classroom. Under law. the
student teachers can not slay
in the room by themselves
because they have no responsibility to take over the class.
The law would allow more
responsibility for the student
teachers, but it did not get out
()f committee.
Finally, Uribe seemed
pleased that the students did
not have a tuition increase.
"The Senate Committee on
Education fought this issue
long and hard, but we won,"
Uribe said. "Thirteen senators
sit on this committee and
myself and Senator Carlos
Truan did not give In. A majority was needed, but seven
senators blocked the tuition
increase bill."

16 de Septlembre ·· Mexican Independance Day was celebrated during activity
period Tuesday with Los Zo/fros. See related story page 7.

Student Senate sets late meeting;
Plans two- issue referendum
Due
to
varying
schedules, the Student
Senate will be meeting on
the first and third
Wednesdays at 10 p .m.
Even with the late meeting,
the senators accomplished
many things In their first

The Valley Senator told the
audience the best way for

Diversions schedules
Chooolate bar search
otherwise routine day," said
Garcia.
"We will be hiding over 200
candy bars throughout the
day, so your chances of finding one are good," added
Godines.
bar.
The committee is Involved
Diversions' first event this In planning and conducting
fall will be on Sept. 22. Using this and a variety of other acthe title of a popular movie-- tivities this fall, according to
"Looking for Mr. Goodbar" Larry Garcia, chairman of
they will hide "Mr. Godbars:» Diversions. Florinda Garcia
peanuts in milk chocolate can- and Belinda Godines will
dy bars, all over campus ex- share the duties of co-chaircept private oflces or class- persons.
rooms.
Some of the events planned
Students can look for "Mr. by the Diversions steering subGoodbars," and lf they find committee Include "What'dya
one, It's theirs to keep, give get?," Broncolymplcs , a
M•A · s• H • Party, the
away or eat.
"This type of event is being Hor:necomlng Dance, plus a
used on other college cam- float for the Homecoming
puses to provide variety to an Parade.
Have you ever wanted to
look for Mr. Goodbar like
Diane Keaton? Diversions, a
new committee established by
UCPC will give you an opportunity to look for Mr. Good-

What's inside

•

•

All students who received
grants, loans and scholarships
this semester can pick up the
balance of their money Sept.
21 and 22 from 8 a .m. lo 4
p .m in the University Center
lobby, according to the financial aid office.
"Students whose last names
begin with A-L can get their
money on Sept. 21 ," Carol
Rausch, assistant director
said. "Those with names
beginning M-2 should come
Sept. 22. Students who work
full time during the day and
take only night classes should
come between 5:45 and 6:45
p .m Sept. 22 in the UC lob-

•

by,"

page
Preparing the fountain -- Lisa Borrego and Lula Pena

Tennis anyone? ......... .

page 10

Sept. 29 at 4 p .m. In the student government office.
Nominations are open to all
students, faculty and admin Is tr at ion with the
qualifications being an
undergraduate carrying a
2.0 GPA or higher Applications can be picked up
in the student government
office.
The senate is Investigating the possibility 9f
having classes between the
winter and summer breaks
before regular school
semesters.
The classes
would last three weeks and
they would meet either three
or four hours a day.
The senate is working
on some way to deal with
bumpy Van Week street.
Senate meetings remain open to the students in
UC room 305.

Financial aid money
Given Sept. 21-22

Video game fever ............. page 2
A review of Tarzan ............ page 3
UCPC photo spread ......... page 6-7
Alpha Kappa Psi wins

meeting of the semester,
Sept. 9 .
The senators amended
Article V, Section 5.52 of
the constitution. This allows
the election commission to
consist of an election
chairperson and six to 15
election commissioners.
The students have to vote
on this issue.
Additional voting locations were added to the LRC
an UC polling areas. New
locations will be established
at the Education Complex,
Fine Arts building and the
Liberal Arts building. Each
polling area will have at least
one voting machine, or if
machines are not available,
one paper ballot box with a
lock. This falls under section
8.01 of the Election Codes.
Applications for student
of the month will be due

decorate the would be fruit foun tain.

To help students avoid a
hassle Rausch suggests the
following procedure:
1. Students must present a
form of identification, either a
driver's license or University
I.D. card.

2. After signing appropriate
documents, a check slip will
be issued. (Bring a pen to sign
the necessary documents.)
3. Present the check release
slip to the Business Office
cashiers (also in the University
Center lobby) who will release
the check to the students.
Students who fail to pick up
their checks must come by the
Financial Aid
Office, UC
room 108, Sept. 23 to sign
the necessary documents_
Then, they go to Office
Building A to pick their
money.
Students will not be able to
sign documents or pick up
checks for others.
Students who have applied
for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG).
must be sure their Student
Eligibility Report (SER) from
Los Angeles ls on file at the
financial aid office.

Page 2
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QSCAR Letters to the editor,
The price of gasoline has hit students right In the wallet.
High prices have forced students to find alternative ways
to drive to school. Carpooling is the answer.
In 1979, a carpooling program was initiated, but there
was very little student input. One year later, the idea was
tried again, but to no avail. Finally, the carpool plan was
started In the 1981 fall semester.
Four carpool areas were added to each parking lot at
convienant places. Pan American University Student
Association President Fred Rodriguez says the carpool
plan is what students are going to have to do ln_the future.

I want to call your attention
to the ruthless ribbing that Pan
American University and
especially the student body
received at the hands of a
fellow student, Frank de la
Rosa, Jr., in his cartoon portrayal featured in the Sept. 10
edition of your paper. Dismay
and disconcertment sum up
my feelings.

I see that students at PAU
ar~ portrayed as using a
ridiculously fictitious lingo to
communicate. The cartoon
depicts two students spewing
heavily-accented verbage as
they discuss the names of the
buildings on campus.

It is not only incredible that
English-as-second-language
speakers are subjected to such
a put down, but the very fact
that it got past the editorial
staff and was printed frightens
me.

flawlessly as demanded by the
social group in power is a
source of repression that
thrives on our own negative
feelings and ideas about

ourselves. Why not let us be
proud of what we are? Let us
strive fervently lo meet our
goals, one helping the other,
rather than considering our·
selves to be anything less than
the best.
Allegations have consistent·
ly been made that Pan Ame·
rican University is nothing
more than a mediocre university, a "Torllla Tech" that
graduates students who can•
not even speak correct
English. Frank de la Rosa's
cartoon in the Sept. IO issue
of The Pan American rein•
fo_rces this derogatory opinion.
A few years back, a cartoon
like this would have been

I'm appalled that ridicule
directed at the majority of our
student body can be taken so
lightly The editorial staff has

Q: What is the status of the program now?
Rodriguez: There is a big demand for carpool applica-

tions. We have people coming into the student government office every 30 minutes.
Q: Why have students shown a good response to the program?
Rodriguez: The high price of gas has finally gotten to
students here and with Pan Am being a commuter university, many feel carpooling is the easiest way. It is better
than a bus. In addition, students do not feel like looking
around for close parking spaces, so If they get a carpooling sticker, they recieve a convienant parking area.

Q: How much does a parking sticker cost?
Rodriguez: The carpool sticker costs like a regular parkIng sticker, $4. Students do not have to pay more for
them either. All the students have to do is go by the student government office on the third floor of the university
center or go by the Traffic and Security Building and pick
one up. U a student already has a sticker, all he has to do
is just fill out the necessary application and they will get a
carpool parking place. Students must return the application to traffic and security and not to student government.
Q: How many students does it take to qual!fy for the carpool plan?
Rodriguez: The minimum is three students. We can not
allow two students because two would not make a signifi·
cant dent in the energy situation. Three will make a bigger
difference. All three students in the carpool can have a
car, but all have to be registered under the carpol pro•
gram for all to benefit. If one of those cars is not
registered, they will get a ticket. Just because one Is in one
carpool does not allow them to park their unregistered car
in the carpool area.

Q: Where are the carpool areas In all the parking lots?
Rodriguez: The parking areas are in the educa•
tion/business, west LA, north LA, UC and fine arts park·
ing lots. The parking area is as close as it could be for the
students. The parking ls right past the teacher and reserved parking areas. However, students with carpooling
stickers have to be In their areas before 10:30, otherwise,
they lose their close parking space. If someone is in your
space without a sticker, all you have to do is notify securi•
ty. The carpooling sticker allows students to park in any
carpool parking area all over campus.
Q: When will campus and security add the new parking
places?
Rodriguez: They are trying to fix some of the parking
problems first. Security hopes they can put the freshmen
in the PE complex because the sophomores, juniors and
seniors are not getting good parking spots. The dorm
students will be parking by the security building in the
future .
Q: What Is the future of the carpool plan?
Rodriguez: I hope we can double the carpool parking
areas In each parking lot. I think this a is a good invest·
men! because this plan is to the students' advantage
They will save money by carpooling and the extra money
goes back into their wallets.

labeled blatantly racist, but today. maybe because a Mexi·
can-American drew it, some
may not recognize it for what
it is. It is a disparaging statement which belittles many
Spanish-7peaking persons.
There are individuals at this
University. both U.S. citizens
and non-U.S. citizens. who
struggle with the stigma
associated with an accent and
to whom this cartoon ls a personal affront.
The total blame does not lie
with Frank de la Rosa. but
also with The Pan American
editorial staff for allowing this
extremely offensive cartoon lo
be printed.
We, students and faculty at
Pan American protest this
type of insensitivltv.

Barbara King
David Martinez
Ramon Garcia
Debra V. Flores
Ofella de los Santos
OM :iii,n ~II

Editors
Note
We thank you for your
response to the cartoon last
week. We are sorry we could
not print all the names of
those who are upset, but we
could not read everybody's
handwritln!=!,
The recent editorial cartoon
was not meant to offend
anybody and we (fhe Pan
American editorial staff) feel it
was not racist or derogatory to
anybody. The editorial car•
loon is meant in fun and it
goes along with the editorial of
the week. It matched the
building editorial perfect.
There were no implications
toward anybody's speech or
dialect pattern because that
was not the angle of the car·
loon. If some have to try and
mind read what the artist is
trying not convey, there Is
nothing we can do.
Of the 12 members working
on the Pan American, 10 of us
are Mexican-Americans and
none of us felt the cartoon
hurt anybody.

,.t

LIISl lllt $it,
ytc, , ••

demonstrated a lack of sensitivity when dealing with the
delicate issue. of the denegration of local speech patterns
used by our Mexican-Amer!·
can students
As Mexican-Americans we
are all trying to become in•
tegrated into American society. The stigma behind the In•
ability to speak English as

Everybody caught in pinball craze;
Electronic games left to imagination
In this day and age of fun games, many people have
left the sports fields for the electronic game rooms to play
the highly sophisticated mechanized games.
For only a quarter, you can try and beat the computer
mind in two minutes or however long your ship or object
can stay alive. But, no one plays just one game of "Space
Invader'" or 'Asteriod' or "the Defender" because we all
think we can beat the computer once.
The electronic game craze staned about three years ago
with machines being placed In the comer rooms of convenient grocery stores. It may not have brought any extra
business to the store, but the electronic games were pro·
fltable because friends brought their friends for a
challenge. Nobody ever turns down a friend's challenge
either.
From there it went to complete video game rooms In
malls throughout nation. The game rooms are always full
now and, by the looks of things, they will be profitable for
a long while.

of builds and ladders, destroy enemy boats and dodge
plane fire with the new games.
However, the games are not just small screens you can
sit or stand to play, some require you to climb Into the
cockpit for action. This again sets the mood, and you
really feel part of the game with ships exploding near by
and the open space in front of you.
The only requirement is that you have quick wrists and
minds, so you can beat the game. Not only does your
adrenalin flow with every shot from your weapon, but
when the music beat picks up when there is only a few
enemy ships left you feel you just have lo win. And when
you don't, you fall victim to electronic game fever. You
deposit more coins and lose . . . and lose. Frustration
builds in, but for one fleeting moment. you imagine your
initials being on the screen and everybody seeing O.R.G.
when you finally win big.
Mine will never appear there but for 25¢, the games are
a good way to release frustration and have a good time
with friends. Remember, competition is the spice of life.

THE
Oscar Garza

Editor

In the past, the only electronic games were pinball
machines and they could only be found in bowling alleys.
Many crowded the alleys, not to bowl, but to play pinball.
From there. electronic football was added to spice up
competition between friends, instead of just knocking a
silver ball around a pinball machine. With football as
popular as it is, the electronic game went like gangbusters.
It was so popular that the game added two more players.
Now. the games are left up only to the imagination.
Space adventure movies have given birth to many elec·
tronic games. You could be saving your ship against giant
asteriods, or you might gun down 1,000 enem fighters
with one spaceship BXI like a cat with nine lives, you
have three ships to destroy the enemy
The creativity of the games does not slop there
through. People can now drive Indy race cars. climb sides
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Tarzan :

Cast

by Belinda Ortega

Ape man chooses
A perfect '10'

Page3

Staff cartoonist r;
Draws attention

After many highly competitive auditions, Dr. Doug
Cummins has chosen the ac-,
tors for "Not by Bed Alone".
Cummins, director of the production, said there are various
elements he looks for while
auditioning these talented
people.
"The way they stand, their
timing, how their voices blend
in together, and their ability to
take directions while acting
are Important In my decision,"
,;aid Cummins.

Can a "10" survive In the wilds of an African Jungle? Bo
Derek, Hollywood's ideal woman, lets down her hair in
her newest film, "Tarzan".
Derek, who also produced the film, stars as Jane
Parker. the daughter of an adventuresome explorer intent
on finding the my_!hical Inland Sea.
Richard Harris ~ho portrays James Parker lends his extensive acting ability to the film.
"The strong, silent type" clearly describes Miles
O'Keefe, who aside from the famous yell, does not utter a
single sound, in his portrayal of Tarzan.
The movie is based on the novel by Edgar Rice Burroughs of the same name.
Although the film Is being billed as "Tarzan", the title
"Jane" could be more appropriate since most of the
feature ls centered on that character.
Derek displays somewhat of a deficiency In portraying
her character. She does not convincingly come across as
a 19th century young lady, but Instead she gives the effect
of an actress trying to play a 19th century young lady.
Derek, who was directed In this movie by her husband
John Derek, clearly depicts her inexperience In the
dramatic areas of the film . She seems to blend right into
character as soon as she loses her clothes, however.
The experience and ability of Richard Harris ties the
story together and molds it into a believable adventure.
Harris and his ranting and raving assist in the flow and
progression of the film.

He also was pleased with
the high turnout of people for
the audition. Cummins views
this as a turning point in his
department of communications.
"There is an increase of
enrollment in our department," said Cummins. "The
department is growing and
more people are Interested in
our plays. This is exciting.

Ella de los Santos
Movie Editor

"Not by Bed Alone" consists of 15 principal roles and
six minor roles. The male actors cast in the principal roles
will be the following: Kent
Smither, Lance Farley, Rafael
Torres, Mark Watson, Javier
Hurtado, Steve Copold, Greg
Eldridge, Beto Ramirez, and
Dennis Gilpatrick.
The leading cast for the
women consists of Lynn
Ashley. Debbie Thomas, Ana
Da Haro, Brenda V!ckens, Be
Murray, and Anabella Ramos.
The six minor roles wiU be
played by Yvette Cardenas,
T.J. Flemmer, Steve Copold,
Day Copold. and Roland W.
Garza. There will also be
domestic parts In Act Ill of the
play. These parts will be
played by Anabella Ramos,
Dennis Gilpatrick, Javier Hurtado. Beto Ramirez, Kimberley Lewis, Mark Watson, and
Dawn Novak.

The scenery and background for this version of "Tarzan" ls entirely realistic c1nd beautifully filmed.
The story does seem to drag a bit. In one scene, even
Tarzan Is susceptible to the ever popular slow motion action as he tries to rescue Jane from "a big squeeze" by a
Boa' Constrictor. Snake lovers should rejoice at seeing
their favorite reptile In best form In slow motion.
It seems unfair that Derek cannot make a movie that
will be a popular hit without disrobing, but that could be
Hollywood's fault for sterotyping actors and actresses In
order io Insure a box office smash.
Perhaps the overall trouble with this otherwise excellent
adventure film ls the fact that Bo Derek simply lacks the
element of convincing the audience that she is not going
to run down the beach In a yellow swim suit In the next
scene.
Perhaps the reason that she cannot portray a 19th century young lady ls that because she has had so much exposure as the answer to man's fantasy woman. Perhaps
Derek ls destined to expose her body In all her films to
supplement her acting. Who can say?
There has been much media exposure about this film
and the fact that several scenes had to be cut and edited
because of nudity. There is no indication that the missing
scenes will harm the popularity of this film.
Yes Jane can survive the wilds of the Jungle, but can
Tana~ handle l!vlng with a dreamy "10"?

"It's a funny enjoyable play,
and It's worth watching," said
Kimberley Lewis, assistant
director.
"There were a lot more
people auditioning for this
play than in past plays,"
Anabella Ramos said.
"I'm excited about being In
my first university production,
said freshman Dawn Novak.
Jack Strawn, costume
designer, and James Hawley,
scenery designer are also
workinA with the plav.

Former UT professor

"These men capture the
mood and the times of the
play," Cummins said.

At Pan Am
The newest faculty member
In the communications department ls Dr. Jack R.
Stanley, assistant professor In
the communications department.
Stanley received his
bachelor of fine arts in T.V.
and Film at TCU in Fort
Worth . He received his
masters and doctorate at the
University of Michigan, also In
1V and film.
Stanley has been a "Top
40" disc-Jockey, a newscaster,
a tv director and tv production
and script writer. He has written several scripts Including
"Man & AppteP!e," "Three of
a Kind," and "The Rape of
Sarah".
"I like the people at PAU,"
said Stanley, "PAU has a
great communications and
jrama department''.

F.dinburg, Teua

"The LRC studio needs
repairs before it can be used to
teach students," but "I'm glad
to be here after spending two
years writing transcripts and
after teaching for six years at
the University of Texas," added Stanley.

"Not by Bed Alone" Is the
first of three plays to be played
this semester and will be
shown November 4- 7.

In the student publications
newsroom, in the far left corner by the window sits a very
creative and talented person.
Frank de La Rosa, the staff
cartoonist and resident artist,
quietly ponders and produces
in the midst of a chaotic )amble of people, typewriters and
noisy telephones.
de La Rosa, who is selftaught, consistently and
methodically creates images
and molds them into
characters that will transcend
his thoughts.
de La Rosa began his artwork in a regular fashion
when he was about 12 years
old.
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''! was advised by my
lawyers to get copyrights for
my drawings when I was going to begin working for a
comic book company," he
said.

Eliseo Koariguez, associate
editor of The Pan Americar,·
says, "Sometimes you just
forget that Frank is actually in
the room. We usually spend a
few minutes in the afternoon
voicing complaints and raising
a little hell about certain things
that have happened during
the day." "We always have a
few good lines to zing others
with and although everyone
else can be laughing and rolling In the aisles at a punch
line, Frank will Just look up
and maybe snicker a couple of
~mes before he goes right
back to work."

When de La Rosa Is in the
Although his deal with the
people will usually
comic book people did not go newsroom,
through, he still plans to nock to his side and peer over
his shoulder to see what he Is
copyright his characters.
doing.
"The kids In my class would
de La Rosa, who plans on
ask me to draw little
receiving a degree In graphic
"monilos" (caricatures) for
When asked if this kind of
art, has had a one man show
them." de la Rosa said, "that's
at the Edinburg Public Library attention was distracting, he
when I really started drawing
and he says it will become an replies jokingly, "I don't mind
things." •
unless someone starts talking
annual event.
too much, gets excited and
de
La
Rosa
Is
studying
He spends most of his free
kind of spits on my work. It
time drawing and painting. He design at PAU and plans to makes the ink run."
does a lot of work in ink but Is transfer to The University of
Aside from his arl),Vork, de
more Interested In watercolors Denver, an accredited art La Rosa Is also known for his
school.
and paints.
de La Rosa, a quiet person, talent at writing feature aris very much Into his artwork. ticles. In his senior year al
In working with him, other Edinburg High School, de La
"I really like to see the dif- staff members remark at how Rosa advanced to regionals In
ferent colors and how they easily forgotten he Is, especial- feature writing.
stand out in a painting," he ly when everyone Is talking
de La Rosa is without a
doubt a very talented Inexplained.
and joking.
dividual. He is a quiet person
with a great amount of ability
Science clubs
10 concentrate on his work.
The drawings and characters
Host a BBQ
ue-creates however, show his
lo.1der', 'noisier' self.
Aside from the barbecue it,The American Chemlcal
Society, Bio-Med, Pre-Med self, a softball game is planned
Society, and Tri-Beta will host that will match the faculty
a fajlta barbecue, Sept. 19. against the students or the
The barbecue Is scheduled for biologists against the chemists.
noon, at South Park in Edinburg. Members of these orThe fee Is $1.50 per adult,
ganiZat!ons and dnyone in- $1.00 for children, and $2.00
terested in Joining any of these for those who plan to drink
clubs are urged to attend.
beer. Anyone who wishes to
Michael Wood, Tri-Beta bring a covered dish wiU be
president, points outr that welcomed. Students planning
"this event will be an excellent to attend should sign up and
opportunity to get to know pay their fees in the secretary's
your prof~rs outside the office In the Biology or
C~emistry departments.
classroom.
September Special

"Do try to come, you will
have a good laugh," Cummins said.

~-·,

He says that people may
see the different colors individually but he ses them as a
whole, each blending with
another.
de La Rosa plans to
copyright the cartoonitorials
he does for The Pan
American. He already has
copyrights for two of his creations.

ntENADOIW.
ASSOCIATION
OF
SEC11EWt1AL SER'IICES

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices

~

3 Crispy Com Tacos,
Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans

ONLY $1.98
For faster service
call in order
383-0725
Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/ McAllen. M1Ssion
H,ulmgen & Brownsville
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English as second Many student health services offered
Language offered
"English as a Second
Language (ESL) is offered to
Foreign students," Bob
Dowell, dean of the school of
humanities, said.
The school offers two
courses, English 1405 and
1406, to freshman who are
foreign students. After this
course, a student is qualified
to take English 1302.
"The greatest demand for
the ESL classes is during the
summer sessions," stated
Dowell.
The courses are offered
during the fall, spring and
summer sessions and the
course demand has grown
over the past three years.

ODavid

Advanced courses are offered to English majors and
minors who are preparing to
teach.
"English majors and minors
who teach in this area (Rio
Grande Valley) basically have
four teaching responsibilitiesto teach composition, grammar, literature and ESL,"
Dowell said. The ESL courses
are required by the school of
humanities before an English
major may graduate".
The school offers two programs-the regular program
with accredited courses and
the continued education program.

The Student Health Service
h~ experienced a large
amount of growth in the past
few years. Dora Castillo,
director of student health services, explains that there is big
demand for this service.
In the past year alone, the
clinic served 13,735 students,
increasing from 12,400 student visits the past year. The
fact that the clinic is on campus and easily accesible for
student is a big factor in its
growth. Since students may
receive medical attention free
of charge without having to
make an appointment, many
have opted to seek health care

on campus instead of con- time to see the students but
sulting their local physicians.
sometimes we have people
The student visits usually
last from two to three minutes will not have to go to the clinic
although some may take as and since they have their tests
much as an hour to be treat- done all on the same day, the
ed. Castillo says that most results can also be read at one
students do not have to wait time. Castillo says she saves
for more than ten minutes alot of time and ensures that
when seeking medical care or each student does get his TB
test done.
treatment.
"Most people come in during activity period and
sometimes it does take longer
to see everyone without havPreparations for the Pan
ing students wait too long,
Castillo said. "There are two American Homecoming fesregistered nurses on staff full tivities are underway .
"America's Energy is Mind-

Homecoming plans underway

The beginning of Ille end

ol your llalr worriea.

power" is the theme for
Homecoming.
The homecoming committee, headed by Gerry Baldwin, director of the alumni
association, has tentatively
planned four days of fun for
students and the faculty
The produ c tion. "El
Grande de Coca Cola," kicks
off the activities, Dec. 2. The
plav is a cabaret and will be
presented in the snack bar
Beer and wine will be served
during the show and it will run
through Dec. 5.

Lopez

DAVID'S MUG & BRUSH
HIS & HERS OMEGA HAIRSTYLISTS
422 E. University
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 383-9225

services, Castillo and her staff
also handle the student insurance . This insurance
covers each student, at no
charge, for accidents that may
occur on campus, to or from
campus as long as they fill out
the required forms in the clinic
within 30 days from the time
of injury. The coverage is paid
for by the students in their
students service fees.

On Dec 3, elections for
Bronco Queen start and last
for two days.
The next day Dec. 4 is the
Bronco Days games during
activity period and third
period.
The car caravan and the
bonfire highlight Dec. 4 . A big
pep ralley for the basketball
players will take place by the
traffic and security building.
Alumni day is Dec. 5 as the
alumni have their meeting and
luncheon scheduled. That
night, the Broncs play Mc-

Bualneas Fraternity Recelues Award-For the fifth consecutive year Alpha Kappa Psi has been awarded chapter honors. Pictured I to r are Advlse.r Mr.
Robert Cell, David Paul Allen master of rituals, Armando Chapa executive
vice president, Dr. Brewerton new dean of the school of bualnesa, Andrett
Sanchez treasurer and Dr. Leslie Munneke.

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Hoom 1,ow OPEN

Game Room ~Qw OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Murry in the homecoming
game. A victory dance follows
immediately after the contest
at the Physical Education
complex.
On Dec. 6, university Presl•
dent Miguel Nevarez will be
formally inaugurated at the
Learning Resource Center
Media Theatre at 2 p .m The
schools will be open wter the
inauguration for alumni to
visit.
Finally, the Inauguration Ball
culminates Homecoming
week. The ball will take place
at the McAllen Civic Center.
"We have several task
forces working on the different
activities and they should all
be exciting," Baldwin said. "I

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!

want to encourage all students
and faculty to participate
because this year's homecoming will be great.. .. Bronc
Homecoming Fever .. .. Catch

,------------ ---------------------1
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Burritos two for $1.00
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Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says I,t All!
Open 7 days a week

SEPTE□HHU

MAKE
EXTRA
MONEY
I SILL Al• EGIIPMIIIT I
I

AT YOUR COi.Liii

I • No Investment!

• Professional Sales Help
Provided
• Incentive Programs!
• Sell over 60 Top Brands!
• BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
Call or Write
Serlou1 lnqulrle1 ONLY!

AUDIO OUTLET, INC.
10 Commerce Ct 1Rm 21 · ,
N,,.,.,, 0 : 102 ,2011 b2' J2~ 0
pjJ

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Student service
Fees increase
In case you didn't notice the student service fees
were Increased $1 before the fall semester got under•
way. Funds from the fees go for health services. stu•
dent publications, athletics and the learning assistance center to name Just a few. Varied students were
asked If they felt that the increase In student service
fees was valid.

Deborah Castillo of
McAllen and San Juanita
Sanchez of San Juan are the
two recipients of the $500
Cano Coors Scholarship
Both recipients are beginning freshman . The scholarship. awarded by Alpha Kappa Psi. the professional
business fraternity. in conjunction with Cano Coors
Distributing Co.. will help
defray educational costs and
encourage individuals to investigate, explore. and pursue
a career in business administration

Eddie R Cano. founder of
the scholarship and owner of
Cano Coors Distributing Co .
in McAllen. advocates
creating opportunities for
students Cano wanted a
scholarship unlike others. he
wanted it to be administered
bv students Cano approached

.

"The plants were gathered
and brought to the PAU Herbarium to be dried and classified." explains Lonard
The book is being used in
Lonard's plant taxonomy class
this fall. The unpublished
manuscript ha been used be•
fore in some of the botany
related classes as a guide to
dientifccation of various
plants
"We plan to use this key as
an optional item this semester,
Lonard said.
We will require it in the
future and the book will also
be helpful in the ecology
classes "
The barrier islands discussed include those off the coast
of Northern Mexico.

.J

Lonard points out that the
"plant life on the barrier
islands is pretty consistent
since only a limited amount of
plants can survive in the sandy
environment."

•

Diana Marez said, "the student service fees help Pan
American University to grow."

.

-

.

- ,;i~

Publish key

The research began as a
piecemeal operation in 1972.
A good bit of field testing had
to be done in the laboratory
and this work was done mostly by graduate students.

\

school seniors would be eligible.
(2) They must have attended a high school 1n the Cano
Coors Distributing <1rea of
business
(3) They must attend PAU
and seek a degree business
administralton

PAU profs

The work is a key to identifying various types of flowering plants on the Island andsurrounding area of Northern
Mexico and the T exs Barrier
Islands.

Vanessa Machos said, "Part of the student service
fees go to pay for services like the health care. The in·
crease was valid only If the student takes advantage of
the services.

Page 9

Cano Coors recipients natned

Two biology professors
have co-authored and published a book. Dr. Robert
Lonard and Dr. Frank Judd
wrote "The Terrestrial Flora of
South Padre Island, Texas,"

..~·;)

Edinburg, Texas

The Pan American

Robert Lonard has recently
returned to PAU after being
on a leave of absence from the
University while he was doing
research in Mississippi for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Scholarship Recipients Named--Cano Coors recipients selected. L to r are Andres Sanchez treasurer of
AKPsi. Deborah Castillo recipient from McAllen, Mr. Eddie Cano. founder of scholarship, San Juanita Sanchez
recipient from San Juan and Armando Chapa executive
vice president of AKPsi

Theta Rho Chapter at PAU
with this idea a special Cano
Coors Scholarship Committee. chaired by Ms. Gloria
Guzman," said Armando
Chapa. executive vicepresident of Ak Psi.
After several meetings
Cano made onlv three restrictions for the scholarship:
( 1) Only graduating high

All other requirements and
conditions were left to the
committee·s discretions. The
eligibility criteria set forth by
Theta Rho placed less emphasis in ftnancial need and
placed more toward leadership and achievements.
High school counselors in
the loc<1I high schools were
notified and sent application
packets for interested high
school seniors Thirty ap
plicants applied Based on a
point system. the 30 applications were narrowed to five
<1pplicants The two recipients
of the scholarship were
selected alter comparing the
merits of the five applicants
Theta Rho's executive vicepresident. Armando Chapa.
s<1ys. "I wish to thank
everyone that made this
scholarship a rewarding and
learning experience. Chapa
said. and a special thanks to
Eddie Cano who made a college education a reality for
two outstanding individuals."

Lon<1rd has been doing an
analysis and comparison of
wetlands evaluations methodologies that were in use or
under development by various federal or state agencies.
The research was done at the
U S Army engineer Waterways, Experiment Statton in
Vicksburg.

PREP101

~

Lonard and his associates
data contributed in providing
the U.S Water Resources
Council and the U.S Army
Corps of Engineers with an
important amount of information of the state-of the-art of
ev<1luations of the wetlands
ecosystem.
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Based on the analysis, the
research team made several
recommendations for improving the consistency and the
utilizations of existing
wetlands evaluation methodologies. This study included il
two part report that will be
published in the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Publication .
They will also present their
findings at the annual meeting
of the Wildlife and Natural
Resources Conference.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Class is
scheduled to
begin week of
Oct 11 for
December LSAT

3600 N. 23rd - McAllen 631-296 1
11617 N. Central - Dallas. Tx. 75243

------------------~

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG

ONDS & WATCH

TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

FINE JEWELRY /
S FOR ALL OCCASI

\

I

383-2432
I

Terry Cruz said, "I have not noticed the increase as I
am a beggining fres hmen."
Apparently the increase has not bothered these stu•
dents through their responses. Till next week see Ya
later.

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

I

Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

~-----------------J
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The Pan American

Bronc tennis team acquires
Three more foreigners

5PORfS
PAU tennis schedule
FALL, 1981, TENNIS

Sept. 10

Penn Satelllte

Sept. 18

Padre Is land Sl,500
Doubles
Penn Satellite
Mcfarlin

Oct. 3
Oct. 9
Oct. 17
Nov. 6
Nov. 14

KBFM / Coca•Cola
Laredo Invitational
April Sound (•Ix Universltles)
Corpu• Christi Thanksgiving Tmt.

Nov. 26

Corpu•
Christi
Padre
Is land
Midland
San
Antonio
Edinburg
Laredo
Hoston
(•uburbs)
Corpus
Christi

Intramural football
Gets underway
Sept.

17 - 4 p.m. - T.K.E.'s vs Schmoofs
5 p.m . - Border Bandits vs I.K. 's

Sept.

22 - 4 p.m. - Broder Bandits vs Camp Foot
Ballers
5 p.m. - I.K.'s vs Schmoofs

Thursday, September 17, 1981

Last year the Bronc Tennis
team had one of the toughest,
If not the toughest schedules
ever played by a Bronc team
in any sport.
Although finishing up with
9 wins and 14 losses, the
Broncs broke even, 3-3 •
against teams from two of the
top tennis conferences, the
Pacific 10 and the Southwest.

As a freshman, Magnus
Lindstrom, from Uppsala
Sweden, is described by

LindstJom defeated two of
the best tennis players in
Texas at the Alamo City in
San Antonio in August.
.
Lindstrom surprised Brad
Nabors, the No. 1 men's

Mickey White, Pan Am tennis
coach, as playing the same
style of tennis as Bjorn Borg.

The Broncs met with onesided defeats against Houston
9-0, University of California at
Berkeley 6-1, and were
beaten twice by powerful
Trinity 7-2 and 8-1.
This year the Broncs
welcome three new faces to
the line up. Magnus Lindstrom from Sweden, Jorge
Suazo from Chile and Santiago de Nucha from Mexico.

Jorge Suazo. from San
Tiago Chile, was ranked No.
2 among 18's and under in
Chile.
Fellow tennis players.
Carlos and Ricardo Enyaudi
recommended Suazo as a
recruit for the Bronc team.
Suazo also played in the
Orange Bowl and lost in the
second round in three sets to
the No. 4 seed.

I
►

t

~ij
Bronc netter. - L to R, Sandlago de Nucha & Mexico City, Mangus Lindstrom from Uppula
Sweden and Jorge Suazo form San Dlago Chile
will give this years' team more depth after last
years 9-14 record.

Intramural flag football
season is underway with two
games scheduled for today.
At 4 p .m., the TKE's will
take on the Schmoofs. And at
5 p.m., the Border Bandits
will play the IK's.
Everyone is invited to go
out to the field just east of the
soccer field and cheer for his
favorite team.

Classified
Ads
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS,
TRUCKS Car-inv. value $2143
sold for $100. For information on
purchasing similar bargains. call
602-941-8014 Ext 502 Phone
call Refundable.
Classified rate is 20 cents a Une
with a minimum of $1 for e~ch insertion. pay able in advance.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan American Emilia Hall 100. Deadlines Is
Friday noon. To estimate cost
count 30 letters and spaces to a
l!ne.

Brain food.
When you need some food
for thought, come in to
Whataburger.
We'll serve you a mea l
that'll make you think
twice about eating anywhere else.
Start off with our bigger,
better burger, sizzlin' hot
off lhe grill.
We'll make it just the way
you Ii.,,. it. And then pile it
high v.
your combination

*

vfllln Jl,u/

,, 8,11,
Inc.
1320 N. CLOSNEA
N. HWY. 281
EDINBURG
TEXAS

78539

FTD.TELEFORA,AFS
PH. A.C. (512) 383-6822
383-8611

of fresh lettuce, juicy tomatoes, zesty onions
s picy
pickles.
Add some piping hot
frcnch fries. Or some
crispy, golden onio n rings.

ana

And top it all off with a
frosty cold drink and a hot
fr\Jit pie for dessert.
And you've not only got a
full course meal. You've got
the best course on campus.

WHATABURGER®

r-----------------------------------7
Free French Fries
I
One free order of french fries with this coupon.

Plr.,r prr,rnl uHJl)4,>n to ~.t,hu:r "'hrn on.J('fln~ J 1m11 ,,n<' ~ourtm prr t."u,111mcr

COUPON REOl!EMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EOINBURC

MEMBER IMPRINT

a

-

Helping you say it right

In the finals. Lindstrom
upset Charles Honey, 6-4,
2-6. 6-3. Honey played No. 2
singles for Trinity University in
1981.
At the Orange bowl junior
championship in Miami, Lindstrom was defeated in the second round.

The 9 wins were among
strong teams such as the
University of Washington (the
Pacific 10 Northern Division
champion) 6-3, Texas Tech
5-4, Oklahoma State 5-1, Illinois 6-3, and Pennsylvania
6-3.
Last year could have been
considered a rebuilding year
for the Broncs due to injuries
and turning pro by some
players.

player in Texas, in the
semifinals, 5-7, 7-1, 6-3.
Nabors was a former varsity
star for the University of Texas
Longhorns.
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WHATABURGER .
We build a bi~r bdterbur~r.
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Santiago de Nucha, a left
hander from Mexico City was
ranked No. 12 In the men's
division in Mexico.
"He has a good serve and
volley game," White said. "He
should help out the team alot
this year."
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Women's volleyball team

The Bronc Gymnastic Team - b egins compe ting Oct . 23-24 agains t
Southwe st Te xas State Unive rs ity here at PAU's o ld gym. Me mbers of the
team Include L to R; C indy Ann Contre ras, Shelly Sudbrlnk, Minnie Lazo,
Maureen Clifford, Julie Smalling, Wendy Sudbrlnk, and Janie Moran

Gy01nastic tea01 begins
Season Oct. 23-24
Having worked out for the
past several weeks, the gymnastics team is really looking
forward toward its first comp etition for the coming
season.
A ccording to Jeanette
H awkins, gymnastics coach,
their competition will start
O ct. 23-24 when they will
host Southwest Texas State
University.

"Even though we lost one
girl to graduation and have six
returning, I still feel this years'
competition will be tough,"
said H awkins.
Team members returning
from last years' third place
team include Janie Maron,
Mendy Sudbrink, Maureen
Clifford, C indi Contreras,

Shelly Sudbrink, and Julie
Smalling.
"I feel that we are mentally
and physically able to compete" said Julie Smalling.
"I am really excited about
this years' competition. I feel
that we can do more things
right this year because we are
in better shape." commented
Maureen Clifford.

After a successful 16-13 reh
· ·
cor d an d an mvItation to t e
Stale Playoffs Iast season, t h e
women's volleyball team expeel the winning record to
continue this year.
Head Coach Kelly Bass,
said last year was the first time
the Lady Broncs have made it
to the slate playoffs. Unfortunately. they lost in the second round.
Among this year's returnees
are: Isabel Flores, Anita
Casarez, Sara Solis, Mary
Cruz, Angie Salazar, Cleo
Godinez, Becky Pena, Isabel
Cabrera and Stella Sanchez.
There will also be one
transfer student, Rosy ·
Guebara from Rosenberg,
Carmen Hernandez, Carmen
Salazar and Lupita Fonseca
are the three rookies.
The team has began the
season with impressive 4- 1
record .
According to Bass the girls
have taken. on teams from
Texas Southmost College,
Bee County College, Incarnate Ward, and Texas A&I
winning all but the last
·
The TSC match was a best
three out of five, with the
scores being, 15-6, 15-10,
16- 18 and 15-4.

The Lady Broncs swept
past B ee county College with
•
two 15-7 games. In a second
match the result was a 15-8

and 15-5 score.

Oth
15 5 nd
er scores were
I
t - aard
1:,. 1 aga1ns1 ncarna e
d
t A&I 11 15 d
Ioss O
•
an
•

w

!~· 15·
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Cheerleader
Tryouts

Slated
A reminder, Pan American
University cheerleader tryouts
are Sept. 23. at 5 p .m ., in the
Fieldhouse.
All students interested in
trying out for cheerleader
must attend a meeting on
Monday, at 4 p.m., in University Center Room 305.
For further information
contact Judy Vinson at UC
105 or call 381-2147.

Women's volleyball schedule

The Women's volleyball team continue to work

hard In order to try to repeat last year's aucceuful
win-loss record and an Invitation to the state
playoffs.

RODRIG
complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

Sept 18 -19

Laredo To urnament

TBA

Laredo

Sept 23

Beeville College

TBA

Edinburg

Sept 30

San Antonio College

3 pm

San Antonio

Oct 1

Wharton College

1 pm

Wharton

Oct 6

Laredo College

TBA

Laredo

Oct 12

Texas A & I Laredo College

5pm

Edinburg

Oct 20

Texas A & I University

TBA

Kingsville

Oct 24

St. Mary's University

TBA

San Antonio

Oct 30-3 1

Texas A & I Tournament

TBA

l'\tngsville

Nov 6 -7

State Tournament

TBA

I

Summer program

.Draws -320 Kids
Over 300 kids took p.irt in
the National Youth Sports
Program conducted by the
Department of Athletics at
Pan A merican this summer.
" W e had 343 kids receive
' physicals and out of those 320
participated in the four week
program,'' said Jim McKone,
sports information director at
Pan Am. "T here were more 10
and II-year-olds taking part in
the program than teenagers. "
Swimming. basketball, vol, leyball. tennis. gymnastics.
softball. physical fitness and
weight training were among
the activities offered .
In

addition

a

class

for

cultural enrichment was conducted daily.
" Since this program was
sponsored by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. it strongly promot1id
competition and in~truction."
said Kelly Bass, activity director for the NYSP at Pan Am
" The other big objective
was to show the kids the college atmosphere." he added .
All participants were given a
free lunch six days a week in
the PAU cafeteria. sponsored
by the U .S Department of
Agriculture. They also were
awarded a National Youth
Sports Program T-shirt for
participating in the program

THE SATURDAY
SHARING SESSION
a time for Spirital Sharing
sponsored by United Methodist
Campus Ministry

421 -A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

m-&birt
1.Empnrium·
Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps & Uniforms

t

Old English
in

7 Colors
Greek Letters
Group discounts
for
Fraternities
&
Sororities

Saturday. Sept. 19th - 8 p m
Campus Ministry Center
1615 W Kuhn (behind the
Pan-A -Vista Apts.)

Phone
1,121 781 4244

El Centro M.1II
McAllen, Tcxa,

'f

EL CENTRO MALL
VIDEO ARCADE

r---------------------------------,
I

VIDEOS:
Red Barron Sit Down
Tail Gunner
Space T atlcs
Gorf
Asteroids
Galaxian
Battle Zone
Missile Command
Phoenix
Pleaides
Defender
Pac Man

Rally X
Space Panic
Space Invaders
Space Zap
Scramble
Venture
Space Encounter
Polaris
Crazy Climber
Centipede
Star Castle
Rip-Off

Sea Wolf

I
II

II
I

II

Thursday Sept. 17

:

Friday Sept. 18

Good for 3 Tokens

I
II

Good For 2 Tokens

Name_________

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City_________
ONE PER CUSTOMER

I
I
I
I
I
I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City_________
ONE PER CUSTOMER

II·

II

I
I
I
I
I
I

r----------------~----------------1
I
I
I
I
II

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I
II

II

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

II

:

City_________

I
I

ONE PER CUSTOMER

Sunday Sept. 20
Good for 3 Tokens

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I
II

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

II

Monday Sept. 21
Good for 3 Tokens

I
:
I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I

Good for 3 Tokens

ONE PER CUSTOMER

I
I
I

•----------------➔----------------{
I
Tuesday Sept. 22
I
Wednesday Sept. 23
I

I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I

Good for 3 Tokens
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City_________
ONE PER CUSTOMER

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ONE PER CUSTOMER

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L----------------~---------------~~

Relieve Anxiety &
Post Examination Depression
25 Tokens for $ 5
All Games 1 Token
WIN A T-Shirt With A High
.
Score

Pinball:
Fire Power
Xenon
Flight 2000
Scorpion
Black Knight
Rolling Stone
Panthera
Black Out

MERICAN
Vol. XXX

Edinburg, Te xas Thursday, September 24, 1981
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Crime prevention program
Available to university
Due to many reported
thefts, a crime prevention service is available to everybody
on campus.
Dolores Rodriguez a crime
prevention officer, is starting
"Operation ID."
The crime prevention service will be stressed engraving
everybody's valuables with
their driver's license.

The crime prevention service will be working through
traffic and security with
assistance from Lamba Alpha
Epsilon.
"By using the driver's license, ii will be much faster to
locate when things are missing
and it much harder to falisfy a
license," Rodriguez, said.

"After engraving your
"The service is free to the
students and all faculty valuables, you will receive a
members and we will loan out operation ID sticker for your
engravers for a week, so II car window," Rodriguez said.
Items can be engraved,"
Rodriguez said. "I hope we
can hit certain areas on camIn addition, Rodnguez says
pu, so we can engrave she will talk with the girls
everybody's valuables."
about the fact and fallacies of
Engravers can be picked at rape and how to prevent it.
traffic and security by
anybody.
"We want to make the women more aware of the situation," Rodriguez said.
Hubcaps, a stereo, money
and bicycles have been reported stolen, according to
Greg Salazar, chief of traffic
and security.
"We have lost three bikes
already this semester and this
is above average," Salazar
said. "Students should put on
good quality locks with keys
on the bicycles because combination locks do not sufficiently protect the bikes. The
bikes have been taken all over
campus during the daytime."
In addition , Salazar says the
expensive hubcaps are being
taken, "not the average
ones."
"The spoke-rim hubcaps
cost from $75 to $250 and
this is what they prefer
taking," Salazar said.

PAU photo by Caryl Prukop
Receiving money-Marla Ramirez recelvea her remalnl~g balance of financial

aid money Tueaday at the Unlvenlty Center Lobby.

PAUSA schedules amendment,
Referendum vote Sept. 29-30
A two-issue referendum
and three amendments will be
voted on Sept. 29-30 at the
university center and the
learning resource center polling areas from 9 a.m. to 4
pm.
For many years now, many
students have complained on
how bad Van Week street is.
The road Is very bumpy and
only minor patchwork has

been done to the road. The
students senate would like to
have the entire stretch of road
paved.
The student senate wants to
try mini-courses in between
the fall and spring semesters
and the spring and first summer session. Classes would
last only three weeks with
each class being three or four
hours long. Students will be
able to take up to six hours of
college credit.

• • • • • • • • • •
Rules for towing . . . .
page 2
Comedy movie reviewed
page 3
Eighteen ROTC honored ....... page 8
New facuity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . page 9
Martinez named track coach page 11

The first amendment will
add more election commissioners and more polling
areas. There have been only
five commissioners in the
past, but the senate would like
to increase the number to six
to 15. The extra polling places
would be in the Fine Arts
Building, the Education Complex and the Liberal Arts
Building.
The two other amendments
would require only student ID
cards with voting squares on
the back at the polling areas
and moving up the filing dates
from 14 to 17 days in order to
uSE voting machines on campus.
"All of these articles are to
help the students," Ricardo
Saldivar, student association
vice-president, said. "I hope
everybody expresses his opinion by voting."

Student
Teacher
Applications
Due
Applications are now being
accepted at the School of
Education, Pan American
University, for student
teaching In the spring of 1982.
Application forms may be
obtained in Education building
room 116. Deadline for applications Is Oct. 5.
An up-to-date unofficial
transcript and a copy of the
student's degree plan must accompany each application. In
addition, each prospective
student teacher must have
completed the foUowlng:
1. At least 90 semester
hours of college work completed.
2. At least three-fourths of
the semester hours required
for the major with a minimum
grade point average of 2.25.
3. At least one-half of the
semester hours required for
the minor with a minimum
G.P.A. of 2.25.
4. All general education
courses completed.
5. English 1301 and 1302
completed with at least a "C"
In each course.
6. Additional requirements
as specified by the department
of the student's major field.

PAU photo b y Caryl Prukop

Where's my candy bar-Horacio Gonzalez tries to
find one of the many milk chocolate candy bars
that were placed all over campus during activity
period. Like many stude nts, he came up empty
handed.

Pumpkin Carnival
Applications due
The Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin will be held Saturday October 31 from 8-12
p.m. in the UC parking lot.
The rain date has been set for
Nov. 4.
"Applications will be
available beginning Sept. 28
and the deadline for these applications is Oct. 16,'' said
Gloria Rodriguez special
events co-chalrpersons.
Booth fees will be $20 for
the first booth and all booths
thereafter. These applications
will accepted on first come.
first serve basis and will not ac-

cepted unless accompained
by the fee.
Only 10 food booths will be
allowed the year. Food booths
will be designated by the use
of warmers and toasters. Any
organization using popcorn
machines must provide their
own outlet.
Judging of each booth will
be done according to originality, cleverness. construction
and appearance. A costume
prize will be awarded to a
PAU student who is judged as
having the best costume.

Enrollment drops
3. 75% at Pan Am
Enrollment is down 4.29
percent at Pan American
University at Edinburg and
Brownsville.
Both campuses are down
405 students, 9,450 to 9,045.
At the Edinburg campus,
enrollment fell from 8.393 to
8,090, a 3.75 percent drop.
Last year, enrollment decreased here 2.5 percent, leaving
Pan Am with a drop of 6.25
percent over the last two
years.
In 1979, enrollment ln-

creased here 7. 9 percent.
"The enrollment seem to be
averaging out over the last
three years," Bill Morris,
system and procedures
analayst for admissions and
records. said.
At the Brownsville campus,
enrollment fell 8. 72 percent.
"It is hard to explain why
enrollment fell,'' Morris said.
"I think the tightening of financial aid mixed with the condition of the economy left many
students out of college."
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OSCAR
Twenty-nine cars were towed away during a three day
period last week because all parked illegally.
There are 3,633 parking spaces with 3,089 for student
parking. The rest of the parking areas are broken into
reserved, handicapped and visitors.
Rumors have said there a re not enough parking areas
on campus, . but traffic and security Chief Greg Salazar
says half of the fine arts and PE parking areas are not used. That totals to about 750 unused places.
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Letters to the editor,
Dear Editor
As if rising tuition costs. the
soaring prices of books and
the overall high cost of attending a university weren't
enough to drain one's hardearned money. Pan American
University's Traffic and
Security Department has
come up with an ingenious
way of not only milking more
money out of student (and
p iblic alike), but also showering them with inconvenience,
embarrassment and humiliation.
Much to the surprise of
many, towing vehicles away is
in vogue this fall with the traffic and security department. A
new rule was apparently added this fall to the parking
regulation booklet that gives
the security department the
right to bring in outside towing
companies to remove any
vehicle that is improperly
parked

Unfortunately. it seems as if
it is good-bye to the friendly
warning ticket. And ifs goodbye to the simple decency of
the department to make sure
that students who buy a parkIng permit are aware that a
new rule has been put into effect. It is also goody-bye to the
friendly , good-natured explanation one would want to
hear from the department
when he asks why the vehicle
has been towed away.
After looking at you with
contempt and disdain for daring to ask, they coldly inform
you that it helps to read the
traffic regulation booklet.
Meanwhile, while still in shock
that this is happening to you,
you are told to pay the $5
fine, yet no one who works
there really knows why one
has to pay that amount.
"Only the chief knows",
they says.

Then one must get ready
for the shock as he witnesses
the third world shenanigans
that go on in that office when
one wants to know where his
vehicle is. No one knows. A
clerk asks a secretary: the
secretary asks the dispatcher:
he in turns asks a security officer: and back to the secretary; then a long series of
phone calls here and there.
Finally one is informed as to
the vehicle's whereabouts. (in
my case, I had to drive to a car
dealer three miles south of
town to retrieve it ) This process sets the stage for another
third world scenario No one
there knows the whereabouts
of the vehicle either But they
are quick to point out that you
owe them $35.
In closing, I think it would
be Interesting to inform the
public how many people:
have actually been victimized

by this sneaky. new tow-away
rule and who benefits from the
money that is collected.

Oswaldo Mejia
Editors
Note
Several questions Oswald
Mejia asked in this letter are
answered In the Ask Em
Oscar column

Dear Editor
We are very disgusted at
the recent cartoon in the last
issue of the Pan American
which ridicules persons who
speak with an accent Just
what type of accent Frank de
la Rosa was depicting is hard
to say Is that the way he
speaks? Since some of our administrators and faculty
Letters

see page 8

Evening students as well as day students need parking
permits. All traffic rules are in effect 24 hours a aday,
seven days a week. Students with C stickers can park In
reserved places (placeswith names and those marked
reserved) after 5 p .m., except for Lot H by the business
building. They can park in Lot Hafter 6:30 p.m.
People a re abusing the 30 minutes parking areas and
those marked for visitors.
Q : Is there a parking problem?
Salazar: There is definitely would not be a parking problem if people will park legally. Plenty of parking areas are
available, but most students don't want to walk; they want
to be right next to class. There were 6,042 C parking permits Issued, and there is room to house all the cars
because only about one-third of the vehicles are on campus at any one time,

Q : Who's cars are being towed away?
Salazar: Students and teachers have been towed away.
We have to be equal with everybody.

Q: Do the violaters also receive tickets too?
Salazar: If this is the driver's first violation, it is $2 and It
is not free like a usual ticket. The price of the ticket
depends on how many violations the driver has. In addition, cars that are parked in illegal parking spots that do
not need to moved immediately will have an immobilizer
put on it. It takes five minutes for an officer to put one on.
This stops the car, from moving and it costs $10 for it to
be removed . Tow immobilizers have been ordered. The
next time a student parks illegally, the car will get towed
away.

Q: Why did you start towing cars this year?
Salazar: In the past, the officers put tickets on the cars
and illegal parking was never curbed because students accepted the tickets and they didn't care about the fine.
Warnings Just never worked. The drivers seemed to have
no respect for the reserved parking areas.
Q: Have you stopped towing cars now?

Salazar: Yes, we stopped after three days to see where
we stood with situation. We don't know if we will continue to tow cars again because it depends on how many
drivers continue to violate the rules or how many complaints we receive.

Q : When can students park in the reserved areas?
Salazar: Drivers can park in the reserved areas after 5
p .m., in all the parking lots except lot Hand they cannot
park there until 6:30 p .m. Even at these times, the handicapped and the maintenance parking areas are off limits
to all drivers.

Plenty of student parking available;
Coeds refuse walking long distances
Student parking Is a touchy subJect these days. If
students are not receiving tickets from the Edinburg police
department they are getting their cars towed away at their
expense.
There Is plenty of student parking around the university. but most students feel that some parking lots a re too
far to walk to class. Once students realize they don't want
to walk, they cruise through the parking lots for a while to
see if they can find a parking space. Maybe after 300 spins
through a parking lot, a new space just for them will appear.
After guzzling a few tanks of gas, the cars are parked on
the streets and in illegal parking areas. Some learn the
hard way this 1s a mistake.
Students who park in the street are ticketed for parking
illegally between signs. Edinburg police issues the tickets,
not campus security because It is not their jurisdiction.
Parking tickets usually cost about $5, but that small fee
does not keep students from parking on the street.

Q: Why are there no tow away zone signs?

Salazar: There is really no need for them if drivers
observe the rules and read the Traffic Rules and Regulations book. Not many have read their books.

Q : Where do you pick up the towed car?
Salazar: The cars can be In several garages, so the
drivers must check with us to find out where their car is
We do not hold the cars here. The tow fee is $35 and that
price is set by the wrecking service and we get no money
for cars being towed away. The ticket money goes into a
fund that keeps up the maintenance of the parking lots.
Q: What causes the car lo be towed away?

Salazar: If a driver parks in a teacher's reserve place (A
sticker). a handicapped area or maintenance place. he be
towed away immediately without any warnings This rule
1s outlines in the new Traffic Rules and Regulations
handbook which all students received when they brought
a permit We will enforce the rules

Oscar Garza

Editor

Some coeds say they will pay the small fee of $5 to
parking the street, rather than park in the PE or Fine Arts
parking lots because they think it is too far to walk Just
think where the $5 could go 1f students used the parking
lots?
At other big universities like Texas or A&M students
cannot even park within three miles of their building
Three miles and our students are complaining about
walking across campus
maybe half a mile
Daring students think they can sneak into a teaclwr·s
reserved parking area ur in the handicap zone . They feel
rampu-. ~t!rnr1t1, will not catch them Student~ in thew

spaces should expect the wor·st because they are going to
get it.
All cars are parked in the teacher's reserved space or a
handicap space will be towed away without any notice or
questions asked. Nobody will be given any warnings. so
all should take heed now
One night, you will walk out to your car and ii is not
there. You panic and can't Imagine your car was lowed
away. It costs about $35 to get your car back and is that
worth trying to fool the campus security?
Our campus is beautiful and it can be en1oyed if students walk to class. So what is more inconvenient to you.
a $5 parking ticket. $35 to get your car back after it was
towed away, or walking a little further to class, it's your
choice
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BEGINNING
finding It
hard to believe
i came from two bodies
that darkness of marriage
carried between them like
the tub they bathed in
i ar~ved nevertheless singing
having no way of knowing
whether I sang the darkness
or the light

Wade publishes
poems

-- Seth Wade

Have you ever wanted to
write a poem or express your
feelings but you just couldn't
find the works? Maybe visual
poetry is for you.
Seth Wade, assistant professor of English, will soon
have a collection of his visual
poems published.
Visual poems do not adhere to any kind of style.
As Wade puts it, they are
"meant for the eye not for the
ear---they are not meant to be
read."
Visual poems are drawings
or prints of some kind that
may Include a few words.
Visual poetry grew out of
concrete poetry. It enjoyed a
worldwide movement but its
popularity has decreased
some.
Wade's poems that will be
published, were originally
'written' in 1969.
Wade believes that poetry is
a living organism, and composing a poem is very complex. He does not write about
certain chosen subjects, but he
just writes his thoughts. He
believes that he is still
developing his own style
although he says he is not sure
there is one particular style he
adheres to.

Wade became seriously involved in his poetry when he
was about 30 years-old.
He has had three books of
poetry published and has had
about 200 poems, stories, and
articles published In several
literary magazines and anthologies in the U.S.,
England, Canada and Mexico.
Wade Is the editor and
publisher of " The Pan
American Review," which is
the only inter-American
literary magazine in the United
States.
The idea behind this
publication is to make the
work of Lalin American and
Canadian writers known in
the United States.
"So much is not seen even
in translation although the
work may be very good,"
Wade said.
In collecting poetry for this
magazine, Wade established a
few contacts ln Canada and in
some of the Latin American
countries and he receives submittals from them. Occasionally. he also receives
works from people who have
heard about his maqazine.

'.'This poem, one of my short ones, appears in the currnet
issue of The Small Pond Magazine of Literature.
(The poems I am writing now are much longer running
'
to as many as 64 lines.)", says Wade.

The last issue of "The Pan
American Review" ran I 500
copies.
'
Wade, who doesn't write
for a particular magazine or
literary publication has written
some short stories and has
done some work toward a
novel but his maintains tha'
po_etry is his foremost interest.
Wade thinks that he probably was influenced by some
writers but he really can not
tell exactly which ones they
were.
Wade says he does not expect to retire from teaching to
take up poetry writing full
time. With a chuckle Wade
explained, "you can't make a
living writing poetry.
Sometimes you may send a
poem to several publications
that you think might publish it
and none of them do, and
sometimes you are suprised
and your work is published.
There is simply no predicting
who will print your work or
when the work will be accepted."

New adviser
Works toward
Better publication
Joyce e,ock, the new adviser for the El Bronco and
The Pan American, has plans
for student publications.
" I plan to help the editors
and staffs achieve their goals
of producing quality publications," Prock said. "I believe
this can best be done through
offering
advice
and
guidance." But, in the end, It
ls the students who have to do
, the legwork."
Prock came to Pan Am
after teaching part time in
mass communications at Middle Tennessee State University in Murfreesboro, Tn. She
has also taught English, journalism, photography and
publications in secondary
schools.
The Dallas native received
her bachelors degree in journalism from East Texas State
University in 1961 and her
masters In secondary education at the University of
Oklahoma in 1964.
While a graduate student at
Oklah oma, she was a
graduate assistant and edited
a paper that went to all
publishers In Oklahoma.

At El Camino College in
California, she was the first
female named to edit the student paper. The paper had
been named All-American
nine consecutive semesters
and Prock added the tenth.
At East Texas, Prock worked her way through school as
a photo lab technician. As a
Junior she edited The East
Texan and was named to
Who's Who in 1961.
With her husband Jerry,
who has joined the Pan Am
faculty as professor of finance,
Prock has co-authored two articles on banking: "Marketing
a New Bank," in Burrough's
Clearing House and IRB's:
Cost Cutters for Community
Banks," in Mid-Continent
Banker.
Prock says she is excited
about living in the Valley.
" I'm excited that my
children will have the chance
to learn a second language
where it is spoken," she explained, "rather than Just trying to learn it from a text
book."
Prock has two children,
Erik, 16, and Leslie, 12. she

.RODRI
complete line of

. -_ AUTO ACCESSORIES •
For Cer, Truck, Van

•1:.A South Maln,·McAllen

682.-3291

"About the only way to
make any money is to do
readings of your works on col-.
lege campuses or at meetings
such as those involved with
poetry, Wade said. "I have
had readings here on campus
and have also read my works
at the Texas Association of
Creative Writing Teachers and
the Counsel of College English Teachers. At the present
lime, I have not made any effort to schedule any readings
of my works. I may start doing
it again, readings do tend to
be popular. Reading for an
audience is much different
from writinq at the typewriter.
When you are writing you are
not thinking that they will be
read outloud. Some poets
have been successful at
reading their poetry for large
audiences."
He advises students interested in poetry to "read
poetry and live alot."

Co-op student
Works for Govt.

Edinburg, Texas
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Brooks tells
A story
Do you ever wonder about the origin of man? Have
you ever stopped to contemplate what early man did for
entertainment.
The answers to these questions and others are cleverly,
though sometimes gauchely depicted, In Mel Brooks'
latest laugh a minute "History of the World, Part I."
Brooks follows the trend of his past creations choosing
a cast of well known comics and using the most seemingly
simple circumstances to produce riotous humor.
The movie spans the history of the world from the
dawn of man to the French Revolution. It touches certain
eras in time such as the Roman Empire and the Spanish
Inquisition.
The civilizations it describes are satires of situations that
may have arisen at that certain time.
Brooks, along with Harvey Korman, Madeline Kahn,
Cloris Leachman, Ron Cary, Sheckie Green and Dom
Deluise, comically and outrageously find themselves in
situations that at the time, were totally serious
predicaments. The scenes are blown out of proportion to
make the com1Jdv ~<>em more believable.
The film uses mdny old and famous one-liners as well
as some ori!llnal material written bv Brooks.

.j-

Ella de los Santos
Movie Editor

Although some viewers may think the film may contain
scenes or language that may be 'dirty' or tacky, one has to
take into consideration that the work Is a satirical spoof
about the history of man. There are no real offending
scenes or bursts of raw language that anyone hasn't heard
before.
Wnen seeing the leature. the viewer must remember
first of all that it is a Mel Brooks creation and that it is supposed to be comical. It must ridicule the civilizations and
situations described in order for it to achieve its goal as a
comical spoof on the history of man and his civilizations
as lime has progressed.
Of course some people, though forewarned, will still
feel offended by the language and play on words that are
used. If, however you are a Mel Brooks fan and are in the
need of a few laughs, you will enjoy his latest production.

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"
Business majors attending
Pan American University have
a chance to gain valuable experience in the job field
enlisting in the Cooperative
Education program.
Diane Sands, a senior from
McAllen majoring in computer
information systems, recently
spent six months in Washington, D.C., working with the
U.S. Department of Labor.
Sands, who worked in the
Office of Administration and
Management, was in the state
and national apprenticeship
program. This program enables college students to gain
three hours credit for working
six months (or a semester) in
an apprenticeship position.
Sands' work at the OAM Included modifying programs
which were already set in the
computer and data input.

While working at the federal
office, Sands and several
other college students from
New Mexico, Georgia , and
the Washington area were
paid for their work.
"The pay scale Is set up so
that you are paid according to
how much education you
have, I was a GS-4," Sands
said.
"I think everyone should
see what its like to work
because alot of people think
that after you gTaduate from
college it will be easy to find a
job and that you will make alot
of money right away," Sands
said. "I'd like to go back and I
may in the spring. Since I
have worked in that particular
office. I could get a job there
after graduation because I
have the experience but
nothing is guaranteed."

Chicken Plates• Fish Plates ~

:.

Shrimp • French Fries •
Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383·9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

-------------------~-With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you will receive a free
burrito with coupon.

FREE

PUBLISHER NEEDS
ON-CAMPUS CONSULTANT
We are looking for a faculty member or $pouse, graduate student
or administrative per$On who would like to supplement present
income with a second career in college textbook publishing.
The role is one of public relations. The prerequisites are relationships and familiarity with the academic c.ommunlty. We will
provide vou with the skills and knowledge about textbook
publishing.
We are a 63•vear-old publishing house with manv authors already
on campus. The person filling this position would consult with
on campus faculty members about the unique aspects of our
NEW DIMENSION Group as well as provide a liaison with our
traditional publishing groups. Your inquiry is completely confidential so send a letter and resumfJ ... to ...
James Spivey

1100 Howe Av.nu•

Apt.#553
Sacramento , CA 95825
(9161927-2852

r,::::\ lure- P11bllahl09 Company

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

All CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

-----------------------~~-----------------J
~ Minneapolis, Minnet01a
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Rec. room open on weekends
Starting Saturday, the University Center recreation
room wUI be open on from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.
All second floor facilities (foosball. ping pong. pool,
etc.) will be available to students seven days a week.
"This is being done on experimental basis," said Tony
Vela. "If there is a good turnout. we hope to have the
recreation room open on weekends permanently."

r-------~-~-------Yole's Drive Inn
lJ

Beans
2 Guacamole
3 Salad &. Tortillas
720 N orth Closn er
O rders to go w e lcomed

-

As a senior education major and this years senator of
the school of education, I have been using Van Week
Street for the past three years and realize how urgently we
need to have the street paved. The poor condition of the
street effects each of us working together we can correct
this situation. My fellow senators have backed up my proposed referendum requesting that the slreet be paved.
Now we are asking the students of PAU YOU, to give
your positive commitment by voting for the paving of Van
Week referendum.

Arthur Crissey, an Austin musician, will perform today
during activity period in the UC circle. Crissey is a singer,
composer, pianist and guitarist.
As a blind artist, Crissey describes himself as a
songwriter and progressive rock-a-billy singer. He adds
that his work as been heavily influenced by the sounds of
Willy Nelson and Waylon Jennings.
He has to his credit two television appearances Two
45-recordings an videocassette recording.
Crissey leads the audience to a better understanding
and appreciation of the inner beauty and message of
musical compositions as his unique perspective brings to
life the American country-folk-jazz-rock music.

------------------381-9623

Cris Cobos
School of Education Senator

SNEA
Schedules meeting

Now Open
Touch of Beauty
Hair Fashions
for
Men & Wo01en
Braiding
Style Cuts
Perms
Tints
Facials
Manacures
Frosts

REPO~.:P

Austin musician to perform today

Specializing in Fajitas
ONLY $3.75

••
•••
••
•••
•

THE
~
GOVERNMENT~

Gene Wilder, Richard Pryor, Jill Clayburgh and Patrick
McGoohan are just a few of the stars in the movie Silver
Streak. The movie will be shown next Tuesday and
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. at the LRC Media
Theatre.
Admission is $1 for students with ID, $2 without ID and
$2 for faculty staff and the general public.
"The films committee invites all students to attend,"
said Belinda Barbosa films co-chairperson.

ROTC members interested in joining the drill team are
encouraged to attend a meeting for prospective ROTC
members tomorrow afternoon at 2 p.m. in the old library,
room 146-A.
There is no obligation.

Edinburg, Texas
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Silver Streak showing scheduled

Drill Team Organizes

(Corner of 281 & Schunior)
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Activities for the year will be
discussed by the Student National Education Association
(SNEA) during their meeting
Tuesday during activity period
in ED 119 according to Ruby
l)on;1lclson. president

I would appreciate your participation in voting for the
referendum on the mini-Semester that I have proposed
The referendum on the Mini-Semester will be beneficial to
us, the students of Pan American University. We must
unite together in order to pass this referendum. Together
we can accomplish this and other referendums. So,
please vote on September. 29 and 30.

Arturo Palacios
School of Business Senator

ISA sets
Meeting

One of the Student Association's goals this year Is to increase the student's involvement and awareness of campus activities and decisions. By supporting the constitutional amendments and referendums you will be actively
involved in reaching this goal. The voting booths will be
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. on both the
Sept. 29-30. Take this opportunity to contribute to your
universitv and enhance the student voice on campus

International Students can
re-acquaint themselves with
students from other countries
as well as former members of
last years group according to
Lilia Rodriguez, vice president.
The meeting will be in the
ballroom during activity
period .

Fred Rodriguez
PAUSA President

You're Invited to the United Me thodist Campus Minis try

River Rat
Retreat
to be held September 25-27, 1981
In

New Braunfels, Texas!

1

TODAY IS THE DEADLINE!

-,_

TOMMORROW WE LEAVE!

Your Stylis ts

SEE REV. VALVERDE

Lupita Martinez, Juanita Casas, Alma Luna
Appointments Not Always Neccesary
Open Late by Appointment
9 a.m. - 6 p .m . Mon . • Fri.
Sat. 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.

MORE DETAILS NOW!
at the Campus Ministry Center

1516 Kuhn
1710 North

Closner (North 281)
Edinburg, Texas

381-1433

Call 383-0133

381-9638

381-9427

~
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~ANDYS
ANNOTATE
Yearbook pictures
In past years students have been required to have their
pictures taken for the El Bronco yearbook. This requirement however has been discontinued and the number of
students who voluntarily have their pictures taken have
dwindled in numbers. Therefore students were asked if
students should have their photograph in yearbook

Fred Rodriguez said.
"Students should have their
picture taken especially as
students. In later years these
students can see their past activities."

Rodriguez

Betty Garza said, "The
voluntary way of trying to get
students to take their pictures
does not work. Registration
should be the time when pictures should be taken of
students. Although this process should be organized accordingly."

I

Edinburg, Texas

A special program on the
Pan American University
campus is geared to those
students who have received
the President's Leadership
Scholarships
Scholarship recipients for
1981-82 were welcomed to the
campus last week with an ice
cream party. and on Oct. I will
participate in a "Meet the
President" quesl!on-andanswer session with Dr
Miguel A. Nevarez. university
president
"The students are chosen
each year from the top leaders
of their high school graduating
classes around !{le Valley, and
are encouraged to participate
in campus activities and to attend leadership sessions
designed for them," said Judy
Vinson, assistant dean for student life. she added "taking

part in a variety of campus activities contributes to their
ability to find employment
when
they
graduate.
Employers look for that as
well as academic success "
The program also helps the
university develop a nucleus
of strong leaders on the campus. she said The students
are encouraged to participate
tn student government and
are given the opportunity to
learn how students can influence the decision-making
processes of the university.
The ice cream party and
other acitivfties, such as a
barbecue at orientation time
last spring. are sponsored by
the Universitv Center Pro-

For students
Development of personal skills for students to succeed
in the academic and social settings is being offered
through the LAC Counseling-Advisement center. according to Lupita Cantu. coordinator counselor. LAC
counseling and guidance.
Group counseling sessions are scheduled one hour a
week. for 10 weeks. Groups offered are assertion training. value caraification. communication skills, decision
making, self-awareness, drug awareness and relaxation
techniques.
Groups began Monday <1lthough students may join until Oct. 1. Interested students can sign up in office building

Borrego.
Gloria
Ann
Rodriguez.
Rosalinda
Rodriguez and Karen Rhea
Scott. Pharr-San JuanAlamo- San Juanita Coronado. Amalia Forina.
Castula Martina Hernandez.
Carmel Lopez. Elda Martha
Melendez. Patricia Felisa
Moran. Sandra Yvonne
Ramirez. !:,an Juanita Sanchez. M1reva Silva. Diana
Sotelo. Be.linda Soto and
Sandra
Valdez.
Raymondville- Olga Esther
Rodnguez and Martina Villarreal. Roma-- Cynthia G<1rza.
Esther Guzman and Edith
Saenz. Sharyland--Scott Roy
Henry and Vanessa Ann
Toney: Weslaco--Robert Andrew Calvillo. Irma Nelda
Garcia. Cynthia T Garza and
Guadalup! de la Luz O~va. ,

OFFICE MANAGERS, INC.
• EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL SERVICES

Caught at the last minute without a typist? We
will turn your rough draft into an accurate and
impressive report.

Rebecca F. Olivares
(512) 686-216 1

3600 North 23rd., Suite 101
McAllen. Texas 78501

Own a Western wear Store and capitalize
on the hottest tashion trend for men and
women. Now you can have your own ex•
tremely profitable business featuring westboots, etc., by more than 150 famous
names such as Levi's. Wrangler. Lee, Cal-

Organization forms due

Ayala
The questions for this issue of "The Pan American is
not a public relations piece for the El Bronco yearbook.
The question was put forth to students to find out what
the cause Is and possible solutions. Till next week see Ya
later

Interview List

7 Valero Energy
Corp.
7 University of Illinois
7-8 Texas Dept of
Public Safety
8 I R.S
8 LONG. CHILTON.
PA YTE & HARDIN
8 CONOCO INC .
9 Pacific Missile Test
Center. Point
Mugu . CA

Leticia Mendiola
Also: Donna--Rosalinda
Moreno and Chriselda Lynn
Moroles: Mission--Anna Lisa

Advisement available

Student organizations have
until 4 p.m. tomorrow to submit their membership and
financial report forms to UC

vin Klein, Acme, Dingo, Texas, and Rock•

205." added Vela.

Accounting.
All majors. Office Claims
Spec. Claim Repr.
MBA. Accounting, Economics,
Finance.
Business or related. Not Sales.
BBA, BA - Retail Merch.
Management Trainee.
I.R.S. Agent - Accounting
Graduate Students
Bus.. Mgmt.. Mktg./Sales. +
anyone interested.
Accounting.
All majors.
Biol., Chem., Physics,
Geology, Math.
Accounting.
Graduate School.
Hwy Patrol. Drivers Lie. ,
lnspectin. etc.
BA or MA - Accounting.
Accounting
Computer
Pre-Engineering. Math/
Physics. Also summer jobs for
Soph . Jr . Sr ./Math &

mount

Ranchwear.

supplies, Training,

Inventory,
plus

Fixtures,

an exciting

GRAND OPENING can be yours for only
$24,500.00 complete. For lull details, call
Mr Courtney. (904) 733-6959 COLLECT

205.

October
1 Farmers Insurance
Group
1 J . C. Penney Co.
(Valley)
1 Internal Revenue
Service
6 University of Texas
at Austin - School
of Law
6 Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc.
6-7 EXXON
7 U.S. Navy
7 Dresser Magcobar

grams Council. headed by
Tony Vela. assistant dean for
student development. and
Debbie Thomas. student activities coordinator
Recipients of the Leadership Scholarships for this year
are: Edinburg--Alan Iglesias:
McAllen Bertha Delgado.
Jose Jaime Guerra. Maria
Beatriz Hernandez. Lisa Gail
Holman. Carmen Melissa
Lopez. Mirta Maldonado.
Craig Eugene Miller, Julieta
Ontiveros. Fidel Pena, Javier
Rocha and Rodrigo Salinas:
La Joya--Maria Palmira
Canales. Esmeralda del Bosque. Israel Jackson and

ern shirts, hats, belts and buckles. Jeans,

John Ayala said, "So other
students can recognize them.
The yearbook can also be used for recalling pass acquaintances."

5

PLSP recipients honored

E.

Garza

September
25 Mobil Oil Corp.
28 Aetna Life & Casualty Insurance
30 Gulf Oil Corp.

Page

"If these forms are not turned in," said Tony Vela, assistant dean of students, "the
organization will be declared
inactive and they may not
meet or sponsor any activities
on or off campus as stated in
the Student Handbook Article
V Section 5."

The forms were mailed to
each student organization's
mailbox located in the second
floor of the UC.
"If the student organizations
have not rfceived their forms,
thev may p;ck them up in UC

Classified
Ads
Righi now, you're probably In a
career lrenzy. Who wouldn't be
with so many options, so many
people giving you wellintentioned advtce. Do you feel
like you're running around In
circles, with time gaining last?
Slow down, take a deep breath.
and consider the options
logically.

SURPLUS JEEPS , CARS.
TRUCKS Car-mv value $2143
sold for $100. for Information on
purchasing similar bargains. call
602-941 -8014 Ext. 502. Phone
call Refundable.
Classified rate is 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for elch insertion. pay able in advance.
Bring Ad copy to The l'an American Emilia Hall 100 Deadhnes is
Fnday noon. To estimate cost
count 30 letters and spaces to a
line.

Utatl• Ct■ter

call..,. 1"911111 I . . . . . .
NOW

is the time to

TYPEWRITERS
For Sale - Brand new,
electric with self-correcting key, power return. With carry ing
case. One year warrantly. Call 686-2161 or 6871434 after 6:00 P.M.

begin preparation
for winter exams.
Call for further
information

NL Industries is a very logical
option. We're a diversilied
Fortune 200 company with
major divisions in oilfield
equipment. petroleum services.
chemicals, and metals. The

worl< we do is absotblng and
very important in today's
economy. We're involved in
areas ol rapid growth and
development with unlimited
opportunities tor talented
professionals.
Now doesn't that Include just
about everything on your list?

ACCOUNTINOll'INANCE
SALESIMARKETINQ or with
an MBA,

we would like lo visit with you
in person when our
represenlalives are on your
campus
Wedneaday I ThuradaJ
Oct. 7-8

Register at your campus career
placement ollice. or send us
your resume if our visit is
inconvenient tor you. And. don' t
worry, you'll make the right
decision ii you just take the
time lo think things through
carelutly. We hope that you
decide on NL Industries.
NL lnduatrlea, Inc.

Suite 1500
1900 West loop South
Houston. Texas 77027

II you're gradualing in:

3600 North 23rd
McAllen 78501
631-2961
11617 North Central
Dallas, TX 75243

NL Industries, Inc.
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Administration Building taking

Three stories high-One worker stands alone of the
third floor of Administration Building. He Is waitIng for more bricks to lay.

Completion nearing••The new three story Ad·
ministration Building has one wall of brick laid.

Workers estimate the building could be com•
pleted by June 21.

\

Looking on••The old Administration BuUdlng seems to be eyeing the new
three story structure. A new computer center could be housed In the old
building.

Photo spread by Caryl Prukop
and Deida Lopez

. .
"" :.}]f...,...

,..1.-• '... ir:

..

Afew materials left••Good weather hH kept construction going leaving only a
few stacks of once numerous bricks.

Thursday, September 24, 1981

The Pan American
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shape, completion date June 21

At work--Pablo Hernandez and Diego Sanchez decide where to put the piece
of plywood. The two are working on the top floor.

The structure--After the end of a nine hour work day, workert1 leave the construction site and a quiet three story building.

Almost done--A once material filled backyard has dwindled to a few blocks
and wooden pallets.

Break time--Whlle Joe Martinez works on the roof,
three construction workers take a coffee break.

Page 8
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ROTC awards presented
Gloria Lopez
News Editor

Eighteen ROTC students
received awards Friday at the
ROTC award sessions.
Awards were given to ad1anced cadets who successfuly completed summer campus
31 Ft. Riley, Kansas.
The following cadets were
awarded certificates; James S.
:>age-Advanced Camp Com:>letion Certificate, distinguishad military student, recondo,
)latoon leadership award;

Jose E. Gonzalez.
Elisa 8. Tijerina, Rufino
Herrera and Regulo Landez
Jr., all received the advanced
camp completion certificate
and distinguished military student.
Martin S . Madsen received
the advanced camp completion certificate, distinguished
military student, recondo and
Antonio Maldonado received
advanced acamp completion
certificate and recondo.
Conrado Balli, Lucio
Gaitan , Mario A Garcia,_Fred

Garza, Rosvel Garza, Maria
Dolores Guerrra, Ruben
Rangel, Nicanor Jr., Valdez
and Armando Vasquez all
received the advanced camp
completion certificate.
Trinidad Marroquin and
Rafael Torres were unable to
attend camp last year but were
awarded cadet duty position .
"The ROTC on campus is
ahead of its schedule because
we will no longer be an extension of Texas A&I , after
September," captain Ted
Elkins said. "The ROTC has
received host instulion status
from Pan American and will
be equal to Texas A&I."
The ROTC staff has also
grown from two to five ofMajor Atkinson gives certificate to Nlcanor (Nick) Valdez Jr., In the
ficers. Major Richard Atklinpresence of Capt. Ted Elkins and Capt. Steve Lyne.
son is the head of the department. Captain Steve Line is
the training officer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Letter to the editor, cont. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mr

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

members have accents and his
characters were wearing ties,
was it they he attempted to
portray? More than likely he
had no such intention. Nevertheless, his cartoon was insulting and in very poor taste.
Would Mr. de la Rosa ever
attempt this kind of funny
business say for example with
basketball players speaking in
black dialect? We think not.

Making fun of the way people speak is beneath any in
dividual but it is even more
distressing when done by a
member of the same ethnic
background. We are requesting the the Pan American staff print a public
apology if it is truly interested
in being responsive to student
concerns.

Maf\ I\ on--no

Da,1iPI Rivas
Eric Perkins
Dear Editor

I am writing as a concerned
citizen, and as a friend of someone I have lost to a drunk
driver.
There are about 10 people
dying per minute through out

the United States because someone was careless enough
to drive while he/she was
under the influence of
alcohol. And because of
them, it is that we as people
and citizens must pay.
I have suffered the loss of a
friend, but the ones I am concerned about is the family, I
take one day at a time, but
sometimes I find it difficult living just now.
I just want to go about the
business of finding out who I
am or what it is that I have
become, but it is very hard.
Sometimes I forget -sometimes I miss that person and I
find myself mad at the world.
A friend is a friend • but there's
always that very special friend
that maXes everything
beautiful.
How do l ease the pain of
my heart, the tensions of my
nerves and muscles, with the
music of the singing streams
that live in my memory?
In some way, however
small and secret. each of us is
a little mad. Everyone is lonely at the bottom and cries to be
understood; but we can never
entirely understand someone
else and each of us remains
part stranger even to those
who love us.
. It is the weak who are cruel;
gentleness is to be expected
only from the strong. Those of
us who do not know fear a re
not really brave, for courage is
the capacity to confront what
can be imagined. You can
understand people better if
you look at them - no matter
how old or impressive they
may be - as if they are
children.

Start a meal at Whacaburger® with our
hot, crispy French fries.
Fresh-fried co a golden brown until
they're just right. And free when you
bring in this coupon.

So clip ic out and come in and order
a big, fresh Whataburger. We'll cook it
jusc for you with all the chings you like.
Plus we'll give you an order of fries.
Absolucely free!

For most of us never
mature: we simply grow fuller.
Happiness comes only when
we push our brains and hearts
to the farthest reaches of
which we are capable of The
purpose of life is lo matter • to
count - to stand for something
- to have it make some difference that we lived at all.

WHATABURGflt
------------------------------------,

To teach the art of minute
vacations, of slowing down to
look at a flower, to chat with a
friend can not be here to ex·
perience what every other
teenager will experience. But
in my heart she will ex·
perience it through me.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Because I have learned to
slow my pace down and take
it as it comes But for my
friend. she took it and never
knew what happened. Please
won't you help change the
Texas State law against drunk
drivers.
You can write to your
Texas State Representative.

i

Free French Fries

One free small order of french fries with this coupon
PleaN . . - 1 coupon lo ca■hla when ordertns. Umll -

coupon pa cuetomn.

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60. EOINBURG

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 1, 1981

WHATABURGER
~---------------~-----------------------------------~
llfrllalld • bl,_,. bdlffbafllrl'.

Alicia Gonzalez
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Byrom joins Music Dept. Faculty

Health
Service
Seeks
Doctor
Dora Castillo student health
services director, is presently
seeking a medical physician to
fill the position of consultant
physician at PAU's health
clinic. The position will be vacant in December when Dr.
Theodore Gandy retires.
According to Castillo, the
position would be ideal for a
semi-retired doctor . The
hours involved would include
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons and Wednesday mornings.
Castillo has had three applicants thus far plans to wait
and make a final decision at a
later date.
Dr. Gandy has been with
PAU for the past seven years.
After retiring from his full-time
job.
And when he retires, he will
spend more of his time
gardening, landscaping and
handcrafting decorative
pieces.
"Dr. Gandy Is very young at
heart and easy to work with,"
said Castillo.
She knows that both she
and Sandy Middlebrook, the
other registered nurse on staff,
have learned alot from him.
Gandy, who was the attending physician at the University of Wisconsin before he
came to PAU, has had extensive experience in dealing with
college clinics and their
growth. Gandy coordinated
and put together the student
health service at the University
of Wisconsin and built it up to
a large facility with an infirmary and laboratory.

ALMA'S
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Matt Weinstein

Leadership workshop set
The Office of Student Development, ~CPC . ~nd
PAUSA are co-sponsoring a leadership trammg
workshop Oct. 3 in the UC ballroom from 9 a. m. to 4
P·;~gistration begins at 8 a.m., in the UC ballroom_ lobby
with a continental breakfast scheduled at 8:30 tn the
cafeteria overflow room. Lunch will be served approximatelv at noon.
All student organization officers are invited to atten~.
Deadline for notification to participate in the workshop ts
tomorrow in UC 205 or call 381-2260.
.
Matt Weinsten, workshop facilitator, a method of tra~ning based on a model of positive supportive group tn·
teraction.
.
This orginal model proposes that a tas.k-group is hke_ a
family underlying all the arguments, disputes and differences of opinion, so there can be a baste sense of caring for each other.
.
Workshop participants will learn tech~1ques for resolving conflict among themselves, a.fter wht~h th~y can continue in their customary supportive relationship.

Edward M. Byrom has joined the faculty of the department of music as assistant professor in the area of choral
music and voice instruction.
Byrom is not new to the
"Valley". He has been
associated with the McAllen
Independent School District
for six years. Also he has been
the director of the Rio Grande
Valley Chorale, which will
begin its fourth season this fall.
During his tenure at McAllen High School, his choirs
consistently received the
highest of ratings at both state
and national competitions.
The McHigh Choir was
selected as the Outstanding
AMA Choir at the Greater
Southwest Music Festival in
Amarillo, and twice Honor
Choir at the Buccaneer Music
Festival in Corpus Christi.
Over the last four years, 32 of
his students were sleeted to
the prestigious "All State"
choir of Texas.
Byrom has served as guest
clinician at several choral
festivals in Texas; has judged
both solo-ensemble and concert competition in Central
and South Texas; and has
performed as a soloist with the
Corpus Christi Opera, the San
Antonio Symphony, Mastersinger Singer Chorale of the
San Antonio Symphony, and

the Dallas Symphony Youth
Concerts.
In addition, Byrom has
been selected as the conductor for Region XV, Texas
Music Educators Association
Choir three different years
and presently serves that
association as its chairman for
Area E (South Texas). Most
recently, he spent two weeks
under the direction of Robert
Shaw in Princeton, New
Jersey for the performances of

"War Requiem" by Benjamin
Britten and in Washington,
D.C. for the Finale to the
Symphony no. 9, Beethoven;
Overture to Mephistophole,
Soito; Overture to Der
Meistersinger. Wagner; and
several selections from
"America Suite" by Robert
Russell Bennett. Accompaniment for the Washington concert was the National Symphony Orchestra.

Ed Byrom

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game l<ooni Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Rovm Now OPEN

'His
-nHers'
422 112 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
,------------------------------,
I
1 piece chicken , potatoes, roll for 99¢
:
I
I
I pay an extra 1 ¢ and receive and additional piece of chicken I

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

September Special

:

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 1, 1981

I

:

I

L___ _!~~~c~~d~~~~~~'!,_o!_~~-o~l!_ ______ J

BIG CRISPY PLATE:
3 Crispy Coro Tacos,
Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans

ONLY $1.98
For faster service
call In order
383-0725

Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Palo
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/McAllen. Mission
Harlingen & Brownsville

Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week
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French professor recognized
For outstanding performance

SPORTS

A French professor ai Pan
American was recently recognized by the Governing
Council of the United States
of America Track and Field
Association for outstanding
performances.

Flag football scores

Dr. Charles E. Beaudry, a
professor for the past 30
years, was also selected to the
Masters All-American 1981
Track and Field Team in the
200 meters, shot put, and
pentathlon.

Camp Foot Ballers defeated IK's (6-0)
Border Bandits beat TKE's (14-0)
TKE's over Schmoofs (6-0)
Border Bandits downed IK's (22-12)

Upcoming football games
Sept. 29
IK's vs TKE's • 4 p.m.
Schmoofs vs Camp Foot Ballers • 5 p .m.

Beaudry said, "I began runni,1g when I was in the first
grade back in 1923 during
Track and Field Day. For eight
straight years I was first in the
sprinting events."
During his college years at
Marquette University, he set
the school record for the 50
yard dash in 5.2 seconds.
The former Marquette
sprinter has won 220 gold
medals in Masters competition

r-

and 265 collegiate and AAU
awards.
Championships for world
competition include Manchester and Ottawa: and the
Senior Olympics at Springfield , II.
Other victories inlcude international at Quebec and
Mexico City: nationals at Pittsburg, New York, Elizabeth,
Atlanta and Lincoln: regionals
at Chicago, Pasadena, Houston and San Antonio; and
collegiate at Marquette, Montreal, Notre Dame, Wisconsin,
Purdue. Michigan and Michigan State.

first places at the Houston and
Chicago Regionals and won
three national championships
,at Atlanta, Ga.

Club. Beaudry commented
that he gets most of his practice by running at a track near
his home.

He "also bettered the world
Masters record in the 50 yard
and 50 meter dashes along
with the pentathlon.

"I practice anytime I feel like
it. I don't have a set time that I
practice." stated Beaudry,

A member of the south
Texas Striders Track and Field

"My practice consists of running 50. 75, and 100 yard
sprints."

**************

Beaudry, the current record
holder for men 60 and over in
the 100 yard dash, set the
11. 1 second world mark in
the Laredo Sun Relays in

1979.
During the 1981 competitive season Beaudry won 47
of 48 events. He captured 12

t
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A REVEALING COMEDY ABOUT REACHING THE TOP
BY WAY OF THE BOTTOM
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Or. Charles E. Beaudry, Pan American french profeeaor, ls shown finishing at the tape In the 100
yard dash, at a Masters Track and Field meet.
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RYAN O'NEAL
JACK WARDEN MARIANGELA MELATO RICHARD KIEL
"SO FINE"
A LOBELL/BERGMAN PRODUCTION
MUSIC BY ENNIO MORRICONE PRODUCED BY MIKE LOBELL
WRI'ITEN AND DIRECTED BY ANDREW BERGMAN
MSTtUCffD
O>
Ftom 8'os O : .~~:::~~".:~:~~~=~m~ny

R

f
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W.t~t

OPENS SEPTEMBER 26th A'l A THEATRE NEAil YOU!
L __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ,

Exclusive
Playboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

Johnny Hinojosa
Owner

Optical Fashion
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
:

308 S. Broadway
McAllen

260 South Texas
Weslaco

682·9435

968-8863

I solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames in the world.
TRY ME!!

I
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Martinez appointed as new Pan Am track coach

With former Pan American
track coach Jimmy Skaines
now coaching at the University of Texas in San Antonio,
BIii White, athletic director,
announced this past week the
appointment of Homer Martinez as new PAU track and
cross country coach.

challenge for me to go into
university coaching."
Martinez. graduated from
Falfurrias High in 1966 and
then earned a degree In health
and physical education along

Martinez, a 1970 Texas
A&I graduate, will continue to
coach cross country and track
at Edinburg High School on a
full-time basis and coach the
Broncs part-time.

Martinez had words of
praise for Skaines. "coach
Skaines had a real good cross
country program going at Pan
american" Martinez said. We
have done a lot of work
together in the past. Our
teams ran together over the
same courses."

As a high school athlete,
Martinez tied for the Texas
mile run championship in his
sophomore year with a rare
ded heat finish with his teammate , Robert Gonzalez. They
combined to help Falfurrias
win the state cross country
championship for two years.
At Texas A&I, Martinez still
holds several records, including the 2-mile, 3-mile,
and 6-mile runs, and he was
the Lone Star Conference
champ:on twice in the2-mile.

Martinez expects no problems from the dual coaching
responsibilities.
"Of course my first responsibility is to the high school,
but this can be an advantage
to both the high school and
university programs," said
Martinez. "We have good kids
who can run together and
help each other. I don't think
any runners will suffer, but
they will benefit, because of
the set up."

with history from Texas A&l
in 1970. He is anticipating his
master's in physical education
at PAU in December.

H om er Martinez

During the past five years at
Edinburg High, Martinez has
had an impressive record. All

Politics to prevent
Netters from playing
International law will prevent two Bronc netters from
competing this weekend at
Monterrey, Mexico.

"I know Caoch Skaines
recruited some real talent this
year, mostly freshman, Martinez said. "The opportunity is

Mark Godly from South
Africa and Jorge Sauzo from
Santiago, Chile, will not play
in the tournament because the
Mexican government does not
recognize the governments of
South Africa and Chile.

here to develop a top program
with these runners in two or
three years. And it's a big

Mickey White, Bronc tennis
coach said, "That's just the
way it is. And It's to bad inter-

five years, the Bobcats have
gone to state in cross country
winning the state champion-

ship in 1977.
"We can get a lot done with
Valley kids at Pan American
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GOOD AS SOME

TUE & WED. · 35¢ Draft.
THUR:· Ladies Nite 9-11
HAPPY HOUR 4 · 10

This past weekend the
Broncs were suppose to play
at Padre Island, but the tournament was cancelled.

LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC

9:30 Thurs.

Mon.

WE'RE FUN, WE'RE COUNTRY, WE'RE FRIENDLY
WE'RE THE SPLIT RAIL JOIN US!

*

"A Texas Saloon"

MONDAY · $1 NITE All drinks a buck

50¢ draft & $1.00 bar drinks

Coach White still feels it is
to early in the season to say
what the Broncs will do later
in the year.

Sat.&Sun. 8 - 2

\.h

national law has to adversley
affect an individual in sports."

However , the Broncs
played well at the Penn
Satellite at Corpus Christi
Sept. 10.

because they are strong in
cross country." concludec'
Martinez

BETTER THAN MOST

T E X A S B E E R S, I N C.
Distributors of
J o s.

SchIit z

Pr oduc t s

••• INTRODUCES OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES •••

Fred and Jim are now on campus to assist you in
planning your parties and special events. Feel free to
call them anytime and get details about the new
Schlitz programs available to groups on the PAU
Campus.

SCHLITZ
MALT LIQUOR

ERLANGER

TEXAS BEERS, INCORPORATED, 505 EAST HIGHWAY 83, PHARR, TEXAS

BEER

787-9541

